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Relax
BOOK NOW AT HILTON.COM
OR CALL: +966 11 2346666

Experience an unforgettable stay at Hilton Riyadh Hotel & Residences, located near
the city center and business district. Our hotel is linked via sky bridge to the Granada Mall,

o�ering upscale restaurants, stores, a hypermarket and a games area for kids.

AND RECHARGE 
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Gemma Greenwood, Editor

N ow that we are a month into 2021, there are strong signs 
that global travel is well and truly back on the agenda. 
With vaccination programmes already being rolled in 
the Gulf region and other international markets, we are 

entering an era of renewed hope and more than a glimmer of 
normality. In fact some industry experts have even predicted a 
boom in ‘vaxications’, with pent-up demand unleashed when 
those who have had the jab get back out on the road, travelling 
for business, leisure and increasingly, ‘bleisure’. They also believe 
this will be the year customers take that big trip, ticking off 
destinations and experiences from their bucket list having been 
reminded in 2020 that life is too short for regrets. 

In this issue we take a glimpse at some of the top trends that 
will dominate the travel and tourism sector over the next 12 
months and what’s most apparent is that travellers will continue 
to value health, safety and wellbeing over all other factors.

Airlines, hotels, destinations and other providers that deliver 
on these criteria will win their loyalty. 

Touchless or low-touch technology will continue to evolve and 
improve, particularly at major airports around the world, 
fast-tracking progress in biometrics, face recognition and more.

Travellers will also become increasingly aware of their carbon 
footprint. Demand for conscious travel will accelerate and the 
industry will need to respond with programmes that give back to 
the environment and global communities.

Remote work will also continue to dominate and the list of 
destinations offering highly attractive programmes and packages 
for professionals who want to WFH in a new location will grow.

Hot off the heels of Dubai’s remote work campaign, fellow 
emirate Ras Al Khaimah has introduced a three-month 
long-stay package with participating hotels offering 
accommodation, free Wi-Fi, discounted F&B and more for 
value-for-money prices. 

With home-schooling still a reality for many, the remote work 
ethos extends to ‘schoolcations’ and we are likely to see working 
parents take a new type of business trip; one where they set up 
temporary home, office and school in an alternative destination, 
perhaps one they regularly visit for work purposes. New WFH 
scenarios have certainly become a perk for those who are willing 
to take the plunge and opt for a change of scene.

Wherever you choose to work – or travel to – in 2021, stay 
safe and stay well. The BTME team will keep you updated on  
the latest industry news so you can make informed business 
travel decisions.
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GULF COUNTRIES HAVE reopened their air, land and sea borders with Qatar and flights 
between key regional destinations are now gradually resuming.

It follows the historic signing of the Al Ula Declaration by representatives of the UAE, Saudi 
Arabia, Bahrain, Egypt and Qatar at last month’s ( January’s) GCC Summit, marking an end to 
diplomatic division in the region since June 2017.

The UAE and Saudi Arabia were the first countries to reopen their borders and Qatar 
Airways was swift to reinstate multiple flights.

The carrier launched a daily service to Riyadh on January 11, followed by daily Jeddah and 
Dammam services a few days later, with flights operated by A350, B777-300 and B787-8 
aircraft. Qatar Airways continues to rebuild its network and currently serves more than 110 
destinations with plans to grow this to more than 125 destinations by the end of March.

FLIGHTS BETWEEN QATAR AND GCC RESUME

NEWS IN BRIEF
AIRLINES
Health and safety accolade 
Three Gulf carriers have been 
awarded Diamond Status in the 
inaugural ‘APEX Health Safety, 
powered by SimpliFlying’ audit, 
recognising their efforts in ensuring 
the highest standards of cleanliness 
and sanitisation. Etihad Airways, 
Qatar Airways and Saudia all 
received the award, which aims to 
help re-build confidence in air travel 
by creating a global standard for 
health and safety measures. 

EK adds three more US routes
Emirates is resuming three more US 
routes. From February 1, the carrier 
will relaunch non-stop flights to 
Seattle, followed by flights to Dallas 
and San Francisco from March 2.

Gulf Air moves to new airport
Gulf Air has started moving 
operations for inbound and 
outbound flights to the new 
Bahrain International Airport 
terminal. The new terminal will 
feature a dedicated check-in area 
for both Falcon Gold and Economy 
Class passengers and a new Falcon 
Gold lounge.

Oman Air resumes flights to Dubai
Oman Air, the national carrier 
of the Sultanate of Oman, has 
resumed flights to Dubai. The 
airline now serves the UAE city 
five times weekly with outbound 
and inbound flights operating 
Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, 
Friday and Sunday.

WIZZ AIR ABU DHABI has 
officially taken to the skies with 
services to the Greek capital, 
Athens, launched last month.

The UAE’s newest national 
airline, based in Abu Dhabi, will 
introduce a second destination 
– to Thessaloniki in Greece – on 
February 4, followed by a third, 
Tel Aviv in Israel, soon after, 
with tickets on sale at www.wizzair.com and via the airline’s mobile app.

Flights to Alexandria, Kutaisi, Larnaca, Odesa and Yerevan will be added to the airline’s 
network as each destination joins the ‘green countries’ list.  

With a fleet comprising all-new Airbus A321neo aircraft, the airline claims it will have 
the lowest environmental footprint among its regional competitors. 

WIZZ AIR ABU DHABI TAKES OFF
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THE ABU DHABI CONVENTION AND EXHIBITION BUREAU (ADCEB) has partnered 
with Louvre Abu Dhabi to offer MICE (Meetings, Incentives, Conferences and Exhibitions) 
groups new cultural experiences, including the exclusive opportunity to host their event at the 
iconic museum, as well as sketching workshops led by a celebrated Emirati artist, Fatima Farah. 

ADCEB has also launched a series of webcasts to announce new ‘Bleisure’ (business and 
leisure) focused MICE programmes featuring well-known Emirati artists, all of whom can 
be commissioned for special artistic and cultural performances during international MICE 
events staged in Abu Dhabi.

ABU DHABI TARGETS MICE GROUPS 
WITH NEW CULTURAL EXPERIENCES

Sharjah trials high-speed sky pod system 
Sharjah is trialling the UAE’s first high-
speed electric sky pod network, which could 
transport its first passengers within weeks. 
Unitsky String Technologies of Belarus is 
building a 2km suspended track at Sharjah 
Research, Technology and Innovation Park 
(SRTIP), part of a sustainable SkyWay system 
carrying suspended Unicar pods with luxury 
interiors. Another 2km test track is due to 
open at the park in May and within three 
years, a 130km sky track from Sharjah to Khor 
Fakkan port could be operational to transport 
freight. An ‘urban light’ track can carry pods of 
up to 14 passengers at speeds of 150kph, while 
larger carriages transport passengers in either 
48 or 75 capacity pods at 500kph.

Abu Dhabi commits to Hyperloop research
Abu Dhabi’s Technology Innovation 
Institute (TII) and Virgin Hyperloop have 
signed a deal to collaborate on research, 
innovation and localisation of the futuristic 
transportation method. Transporting 

passengers and goods at speeds exceeding 
1,000km/h, hyperloop (pictured) is a 
completely new form of transport with the 
ambition to become the most sustainable 
means of mass transportation. TII and 
Virgin Hyperloop will explore research 
for hyperloop systems at TII’s premises, 
including pulsed power and magnetic 
levitation technologies and material 
sciences, which are key to developing the 
next-generation transport system.

China unveils temperature-busting bullet train
China has unveiled the Fuxing CR400AF-G 
train to operate in subarctic climates. 
Developed by China State Railway Group, 
the latest addition to its fleet can reach speeds 
of up to 350km/h in temperatures as low 
as -40 degrees Celsius. The train is capable 
of carrying up to 1,080 passengers and will 
operate on a new line connecting Beijing to 
provincial capitals in Northeast China.

NEWS IN BRIEF
TECHNOLOGY 
OF THE FUTURE
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OFF-ROAD 
ADVENTURES IN  
THE UAE CAPITAL
ADVENTUROUS TRAVELLERS 
are also being given the chance 
to explore the Abu Dhabi desert 
independently with the launch of 
the Off-Road Driving in Abu Dhabi 
Project, organised by the Department 
of Culture and Tourism 
– Abu Dhabi (DCT 
Abu Dhabi). Six off-
road driving route 
maps covering Abu 
Dhabi, Al Dhafrah 
and Al Ain enable 
visitors to embark 
on desert camping and 
safari experiences in their 
own vehicles. The route maps have 
been designed to suit drivers of all 
abilities and each provides a variety of 
sightseeing opportunities, including 
camel and gazelle sightings, unique 
desert dune views and access to oases. 
Drivers are provided with a set of 
checklists and instructions to ensure 
their safety. Visit www.visitabudhabi.ae.
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SUNSET HOSPITALITY GROUP (SHG) has 
launched a new boutique lifestyle and gym brand.

RAISE Fitness & Wellness will open its first 
venue in Dubai Jumeirah Islands in April, with two 
additional facilities opening in Bodrum , Turkey 
and Doha, Qatar, later this year.

The first RAISE in Dubai will feature multiple training 
zones: the Studio will be used for group exercises and ad hoc sports 
events; the HIIT zone will accommodate functional training classes, PT 
sessions and more; and the outdoor X-Trim area, located outdoors, will 
feature a rig, sled track, free weights equipment and rowers for cross-
training style workouts. 

RAISE will offer day pass options, plus monthly and annual memberships.

Sunset Hospitality Group launches new 
lifestyle and gym brand MARRIOTT BONVOY has introduced 

a series of member offers. The group 
will deposit 50 per cent of the 
required Elite Night Credits based 
on members’ 2020 elite status into 
accounts in February, giving them a 
head start towards gaining elite status 
in 2022. It is also reducing the spend 
threshold for achieving Ambassador Elite 
status by 30 per cent this year to US$14,000 – this will return 
to $20,000 in 2022. 

Additional benefits include a reduction of off-peak 
redemption rates globally by 10 per cent for all future 
reservations until September 30, 2021, when booked by 
February 21, 2021.

Marriott’s Bonvoy bonanza

THE ST REGIS CAIRO has opened its doors on 
the banks of the River Nile.

Located at the north end of the Nile Corniche 
mixed-use development, the 39-storey property 
has been designed by architect Michael Graves 
and features 286 lavish rooms and suites – three 
of which feature a private fitness room, sauna and 
floor-to-ceiling windows with panoramic views of 
the Nile. There are also 80 luxury apartments and 

all accommodation includes the brand’s signature 
butler service. 

There are several F&B venues, including iconic 
outlets J&G Steakhouse and St Regis Bar, plus a 
library, a 1,000 sqm spa, an athletic club and indoor 
and outdoor swimming pools. A 990 sqm ballroom 
with a vaulted three-storey-high ceiling can 
accommodate up to 1,000 guests and for smaller 
gatherings there are 10 meeting rooms.

ST REGIS CAIRO OPENS ITS DOORS

IN NUMBERS

48%
of UAE and 

46%
of KSA 

residents intend 
to make an 

international trip 
within the next  

12 months

(Source: YouGov on 
behalf of Arabian 

Travel Market)
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E mirates has launched its hotly 
anticipated Premium Economy 
cabin product, taking its signature 
A380 experience to new heights.

The airline has also rolled out a 
raft of enhancements across all cabins onboard is 
newest double decker. 

The Premium Economy cabin features 56 seats 
in a 2-4-2 configuration. Seats are 19.5 inches 
wide, have a pitch of up to 40 inches and recline 
eight inches into a “comfortable cradle position 
with ample room to stretch out”. 

They are covered in cream-coloured anti-
stain leather with stitching details and a wood 
panel finishing similar to Business Class and 
designed to provide optimal comfort and 
support with six-way adjustable headrests, calf 
rests and footrests.

Each seat has a 13.3-inch screen, one of the 
largest in its class, screening Emirates’ award-
winning ice in-flight entertainment systems.

Thoughtful touches include easily accessible 
in-seat charging points, a wide dining table and 
side cocktail table.

Emirates Premium Economy is located at the 

front of the main deck, with three lavatories 
dedicated to customers.

Emirates Airline President Sir Tim Clark said 
the five remaining A380s on order, to be 
delivered this year and next, would also feature 
the new Premium Economy product. 

The seats will also be installed on some of its 
Boeing 777X aircraft, which are due to join the 
fleet in 2023. Emirates is considering plans to 
retrofit its existing A380 fleet.

“Until we have a viable number of seats in our 
inventory to bring to market, we plan to offer 
the Emirates Premium Economy experience as 
a complimentary upgrade to valued customers,” 
said Clark. 

“We’ll also deploy our newest A380 aircraft 
on various routes so that our customers can 
experience our latest offering in all classes.”

The first service to be operated by the new 
A380 was Dubai to London Heathrow on 
January 4, with the aircraft now departing Dubai 
daily at 2.30pm, arriving at London Heathrow 
at 6.20pm. The return flight departs London  
at 8.20pm and arrives in Dubai the next day  
at 7.20am. 

Emirates debuts new Premium 
Economy cabin on latest A380

Flagship double decker features enhancements across all cabins

NEW A380 HIGHLIGHTS
First Class: the 14 private suites 
are wider with taller doors, cabin 
details and finishes have been 
refreshed, and the Shower Spa 
has new modern fittings.

Business Class: all 76 seats 
have new champagne-co-
loured leather covers and wood 
finishings, inspired by executive 
jets (pictured). The same colour 
scheme has been applied to the 
Onboard Lounge at the back 
of the upper deck for the use of 
First and Business Class passen-
gers. See review on page 61.

Economy: all 338 seats have 
been replaced with ergonomical-
ly designed seats. They have full 
leather headrests and flexible, 
adjustable side panels, a wood-
grain finish on tray tables and a 
13.3-inch screen.

1 2
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Located at the entrance of Boka Bay, a fjord-like idyll on 
Montenegro’s Adriatic Coast, One&Only Portonovi is a 
year-round haven where cultural wonders and fresh-air 
adventures meet the glamour of Europe’s most fashionable 
new riviera. Opening next month (March), this ultra-
luxury resort – the first One&Only property in Europe – is 
surrounded by dramatic coastline, spectacular mountains 
and boasts a private sandy beach. Rooms, suites and villas 
reflect the architectural style of the old Venetian palaces 
of the region while 10 private residences with access to 
their own beach and jetty, individual pools and private 
courtyards, are available to purchase for guests who wish 

to call One&Only Portonovi home. Retreat highlights 
include Chenot Espace, offering pioneering treatments 
scientifically designed to enhance guests’ vitality and 
health and a culinary experience led by executive chef 
Nancy Kinchela, defined by Italian, Asian fusion and farm-
to-table Montenegrin cuisine. Guests can also explore 
the dramatic Adriatic coastline by yacht or speedboat or 
visit World Heritage sites, abandoned fortresses, hidden 
beaches, fascinating islands and unspoiled national parks. 
Portonovi is an easy drive from Dubrovnik (one hour), 
Tivat (50 minutes) and Podgorica (two-and-a-half hours) 
airports. Gemma Greenwood

M O N T E N E G R O

Eu rope’s  new  r iv iera
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W O R D S  G E M M A  G R E E N W O O D
Hotel registration for the 
2021 programme goes 
live on February 2, plus 
new awards categories 
have been added

T he Business Traveller 
Middle East Awards are 
back for 2021 and this year’s 
programme is bigger and 
better than ever, with several 
new categories added.

Hotel registration will go live on 
February 2, 2021, via Platinumlist, 
with the event, now in its 19th year, 
scheduled to take place in May. 

Awards voting across some 37 
categories will go live in March, 
spanning 10 airline awards, four airport 
awards, 17 hotel awards and new for 
2021, six leisure and lifestyle awards.

Reflecting new trends and 
traveller priorities, they include 
‘Best Leisure Hotel in the UAE’, 
‘Best Golf Club in the Middle East’, 
‘Best Luggage for Business Travel’, 
‘Best Business Technology (phones, 
teleconferencing, etc)’, ‘Best Credit 
or Payment Card for Business Travel’ 
and ‘Best Mobile Travel Application’.

Also making its debut in 2021 
following the normalisation of 

THE BUSINESS TRAVELLER 
MIDDLE EAST AWARDS ARE BACK

relations between the UAE and Israel, 
is the ‘Best Business Hotel in Tel  
Aviv’ category.

The Business Traveller Middle East 
Awards 2021 celebrate the companies 
at the forefront of business travel and 
services, as well as the hard work of 
top-level industry executives.

Each year, the coveted gala 
awards ceremony attracts a high-
profile crowd comprising industry 
heavyweights, High Net Worth 
Individuals (HNWIs), C-Suite 
executives and key decision makers 
across the hotel, aviation, tourism and 
transportation sectors.

The 2021 event will see more than 
150 attendees attend an exclusive 
business lunch at a five-star UAE hotel, 
with details to be confirmed soon.

It follows the award programme’s 
highly successful 2020 event, which 
for the first time in its 18-year history, 
took place virtually.

Headline winners included 
Emirates, Etihad Airways, Qatar 
Airways, Turkish Airlines, Singapore 
Airlines, Lufthansa, Etihad Guest, 
InterContinental, Rotana and Four 
Seasons Hotel DIFC, to name a few.

In 2021 we give you, our valued 
readers, the chance to vote for companies 
who you regard the best in travel – 
those who have gone above and beyond 
during what has been an exceptionally 
challenging year for the sector.

Perhaps they were prompt in 
providing information about changed 
services, proactive in informing you of 
changes to services or offered flexibility 
with bookings, re-bookings and 
refunds. Or it may be that they have 
varied and improved the terms of their 
loyalty and recognition programmes.

Perhaps they simply looked after 
you and your loved ones during 
the few travels you did make, 
demonstrating hospitality in difficult 
times. The awards survey gives you the 
opportunity to reward them. 

Our programme is widely respected 
because the winners are chosen by you 
— our readers, experts in the field. 
Your votes make up the largest annual 
independent poll of frequent travel 
customers and despite the pandemic, 
we would like to continue celebrating 
the best in travel. Thank you! 

Visit www.btme.ae

1 5
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ecoDemonstrator debut
Etihad Dreamliner enters commercial service

ETIHAD AVIATION GROUP (EAG)
ended 2020 on a high note with its 
pioneering ecoDemonstrator entering 
commercial service in December 
following a series of industry-leading test 
flights across the United States.

The Boeing 787-10 is the latest 
arrival to join Etihad’s 39-strong fleet 
of 787 Dreamliners, making the UAE 
national airline one of the world’s 
largest operators of the technologically 
advanced aircraft type. As the 2020 
ecoDemonstrator, in partnership with 
Boeing, NASA and Safran Landing 
Systems, Etihad’s 787 Dreamliner was 
used as a flying testbed to accelerate 
technological developments with the 
goal of making commercial aviation safer 
and more sustainable. 

A familiar sight in the skies over the 
American Northwest in recent months, 
the uniquely branded Dreamliner, kitted 
out with complex testing equipment, 

conducted extensive research 
flying above Montana and between 
Washington state and South Carolina.

It follows 12 months of incredible 
sustainability progress for EAG, kick-
started by the launch of the Etihad 
Greenliner Programme at the 2019 Dubai 
Airshow and the arrival of the flagship 
Greenliner in January 2020.

Tony Douglas, Group CEO, EAG, said: 
“As the first 787-10 to take part in the 
ecoDemonstrator programme, this very 
special aircraft stands testament to the 
innovation and drive for sustainable 
aviation that forms a core element 
of Etihad’s values and long-term 
vision. This is in line with the 
tremendous strides being 
made by Abu Dhabi, and 
the UAE, in the research 
and development of viable 
solutions to combat climate 
change.”

How the ecoDemonstrator programme worked
THE AIRCRAFT WAS DECKED out with special 
equipment for eight days of specialised testing on 
seven initiatives to enhance safety and reduce CO2 
emissions and noise. Flights gathered the most 
detailed NASA aircraft noise information to date from 
around 1,200 microphones attached to the 787 and 
also positioned on the ground. The information will 
improve NASA’s aircraft noise prediction capabilities, 
advance ways for pilots to reduce noise and inform 
future quiet aircraft designs. Two cross-country 

flights also demonstrated a new way 
for pilots, air tra� ic controllers 

and airline operations 
centres to communicate 

simultaneously, resulting 
in optimised routing, 
arrival times and 
reduced CO2 emissions.
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A s airlines around the world continue 
to deal with the impact of the 
COVID-19 pandemic, they are 
also facing the prospect of drastic 

environmental taxes.
� e French government is looking to 

reduce its greenhouse gas emissions by 40 
per cent by 2030, and aviation is once again 
facing the prospect of taxation.

What is being proposed?
France’s Convention Citoyenne pour le 
Climat (CCC), a citizens’ body created 
under President Macron, met in September 
2020 to outline a series of eco-measures for 
the aviation sector.

� e most controversial element was its 
proposal for a new environmental tax on 
airlines, which goes above and beyond 
what was initially proposed in 2019 when 
Elisabeth Borne, the country’s transport 
minister, announced that there would be a 
tax of €1.50 on economy class tickets and 
€9 on business class tickets for domestic 
� ights and those within Europe, increasing 
to €18 for business-class tickets outside of 
the European Union. CCC suggested much 
higher rates, namely that for economy class 
tickets the rate should be:
• €30 per ticket for � ights under 2,000 km
• €60 euros for � ights of over 2,000 km

And for business class:
• €180 per ticket for � ights under 2,000 km
• €400 per ticket for � ights of over 2,000 km

If levied, the tax would raise €4.2 billion 

in taxes annually. Other measures suggested 
by the CCC include:
• Banning the construction of new airports 

and expansion of existing ones
• Banning domestic � ights of under four hours 

if there is a low-carbon alternative by 2025
• Adding further taxes on fuel for 

recreational � ying
• Guaranteeing that emissions are o� set by 

� nancing “carbon sinks” (projects that 
extract C02 from the atmosphere and 
absorb more carbon than they release)

• Supporting the development of biofuels

What impact will this have on the 
environment?
France’s Directorate General for Civil 
Aviation (DGAC) found that the proposed 
measures would reduce emissions by 3.5 
million tonnes a year, which equates to less 
than one per cent of France’s total emissions, 
though it is unclear what proportion of the 
money raised (if any) would then be used to 
support environmental projects.

How have the proposals been received?
� e aviation industry is frustrated by the 
news, especially during the pandemic. 
Passenger numbers in France have dropped 
by 80 per cent since March.

� e DGAC estimated that the tax would 
cut the number of air travellers by 14-19 per 
cent, lead to 150,000 job losses, and cost the 
French economy €5-6 billion in lost GDP.

According to newspaper Le Monde, France’s 

Transport Minister Jean-Baptise Djebbari said 
the measures would have a disastrous impact 
on the industry and that “we shouldn’t travel 
less but make it so that air travel creates less 
emissions and is less polluting”.

Alexandre de Juniac, CEO and Director 
General of IATA, also responded to the news:

“� is proposal cannot be taken seriously. It 
is not the time to add €6 billion and 150,000 
lost jobs to the economic destruction already 
being levelled on the French aviation sector by 
COVID-19. And it will all but eliminate the 
160,000 jobs that the government is trying 
to create with €100 billion in its economic 
re-launch plan. In this time of crisis, we need 
coherent policies that will save jobs not 
policies that will destroy them.”

IATA is also concerned that a unilateral 
approach to reducing aviation’s emissions 
could compromise the progress that is 
already being made globally. 

De Juniac added: “If France imposes this 
debilitating unilateral national tax it could 
jeopardise CORSIA, an international scheme 
that will mitigate a billion tonnes of carbon 
emissions. � e net environmental impact 
of the CCC proposal will be horrendous if 
doing so gives large emitters or developing 
nations an excuse not to support CORSIA.”

What has been decided?
Nothing as of yet. France’s Transport 
Minister is quoted in Le Monde as stating 
that the proposals will be debated in 
parliament at the start of 2021.

France and its new 
environmental 
eco tax on aviation
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B A  E X P L O R E S  H Y D R O G E N 
P O W E R  O P P O R T U N I T I E S
BRITISH AIRWAYS HAS teamed up 
with ZeroAvia, a leading innovator in 
decarbonising commercial aviation, 
in a project to explore how hydrogen-
powered aircraft can play a leading role 
in the future of sustainable flying.

The collaboration will see a dedicated 
ZeroAvia and BA team work remotely 
alongside mentors and experts to 
explore the transformational possibilities 
of moving from fossil fuels to zero-
emission hydrogen to power the airline’s 
future fleet.

British Airways is committed to 
achieving net zero carbon emissions 
by 2050. 

ELEMENT HOTELS, MARRIOTT 
INTERNATIONAL’S eco-focused long-stay 
accommodation o� ering, has opened the 
doors to its second property in Dubai.

Element Al Jaddaf, located in the up-
and-coming Al Jaddaf district, o� ers an 
“eco-friendly concept for guests seeking to 
maintain a balanced lifestyle while travelling”. 

Inspired by nature, the hotel features 
streamlined furnishings in light natural 
tones with touches of greenery. Its relaxed 
and enriching atmosphere, together with its 
ergonomic design, quiet nooks, sun-� lled 
spaces and pet-friendly amenities intentionally 
evoke a feeling of comfort and home. 

Ideal for business travellers, Element Al 
Jaddaf houses 269 studios and one- and two-
bedroom apartments, each with a signature 

Heavenly® bed, a spa-inspired 
bathroom, oversized closets and a 
fully equipped kitchen. 

� e one-bedroom apartment, 
accommodating up to four guests, 
o� ers a separate living and sleeping 
area, sofa bed and a large workspace while the 
two-bedroom option, accommodating up to 
six, o� ers two bathrooms and more expansive 
living and dining areas. 

Breakfast at Rise is complimentary, while 
the all-day restaurant, Café 26, serves lunch 
and dinner. With the health and wellbeing 
of its guests in mind, Element Al Jaddaf is a 
dry hotel, serving an ample selection of juices, 
smoothies, co� ees and teas. 

Facilities also include a business centre with 
three compact meeting rooms, � tness centre 

open 24-hours a day and a roo� op pool 
with city views.

Al Jaddaf is Dubai’s Creekside 
neighborhood, close to DIFC, Deira, Dubai 
International Airport, Dubai Mall, the Dubai 
Frame and the Museum of the Future. � e 
area, once famed for its dhow shipyards, is 
part of Culture Village, home to waterfront 
promenades, a harbour, cultural and 
exhibition centres and shopping precincts. 

� e hotel operates complimentary shuttle 
services to Dubai Mall, Festival City, La Mer 
Beach and Al Jaddaf Metro station. 

THE MANTIS COLLECTION, an operator of unique hotels, eco-lodges, waterways and 
travel experiences with a focus on eco-tourism and a commitment to sustainability, is 
giving travellers the chance to meet a black rhino.

The six-day Rhino Conservation Experience, the first tour of which will run from 
October 26 to 31, 2021, at its globally renowned Mantis Founders Lodge in Port Elizabeth, 
South Africa, will o� er guests an unforgettable hands-on safari experience with rhino 
conservation at its heart.

The all-inclusive package includes five nights at the luxury lodge, as well as the 
chance to experience an evening of bush camping; all food and local beverages; a ‘Big 
Five’ safari; insight into veterinary procedures and rhino feeding; a guided bushwalk; an 

introduction to Munu, 
the blind Black Rhino; 
an interactive drumming 
session; tree planting 
and an introduction to 
the local bee project; 
and conservation 
presentations by 
guest speakers.

It’s part of the 
new Mantis Impact 
Experiences, a collection 
of unique tailormade 
o� ers for travellers looking 
to make a positive impact 
on conservation e� orts.
mantiscollection.com

Mantis launches rare rhino conservation experience

Eco-conscious Element 
opens second Dubai property
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With the new year comes the opportunity for change. And if we 
act in 2021, we can make a world of di� erence. Together, we can 

turn things around. Together, we can restore our fragile home and 
make it a happy new year for all the inhabitants of planet Earth.

Sir David Attenborough, English broadcaster and natural historian

Q U O T E  O F  T H E  M O N T H

HOTELS THAT GO ‘BEYOND GREEN’
PREFERRED HOTEL GROUP INC. has launched a new sustainable hotel 
brand to “transform travel as a force for good”.

Beyond Green will debut this year with a global portfolio of 24 
sustainable hotels, resorts and lodges across 15 countries, with members 
including Ashford Castle in Ireland, InterContinental Bora Bora Resort and 
Thalasso Spa and various safari destinations across Africa from the likes 
of andBeyond and Wilderness Safaris. Guests can now book stays at the 
properties, with all participating hotels found at staybeyondgreen.com.

To be considered for membership, each property has to follow the 
brand’s three key pillars of sustainable tourism and meet more than 
50 sustainability indicators that align with global sustainable tourism 
standards and meet United Nations Sustainable Development Goals. 
Criteria include carbon emission reduction targets; elimination of plastic 
water bottles and reducing single use plastics; and support for biodiversity 
conservation initiatives and restoration and protection of natural habitats.

UNITED AIRLINES has announced plans to become carbon neutral by 2050. 
� e Star Alliance member said it plans to achieve this goal by making 

investments in carbon capture technology and sustainable aviation fuel.
Unlike industry peers, such as Delta and Etihad, which earlier this year 

made similar carbon-neutral commitments, United’s approach does not factor 
in carbon o� setting. � e airline will instead make a “multimillion-dollar 
investment” in 1PointFive to physically remove carbon dioxide from the air and 
pump the greenhouse gas underground.  United’s funding will go towards the 
construction of a direct-air carbon capture plant in the US, which can extract up 
to one million tons of carbon dioxide, the equivalent of 40 million trees. 

Scott Kirby, CEO at United, said: “As the leader of one of the world’s largest 
airlines, I recognise our responsibility in contributing to � ght climate change, as 
well as our responsibility to solve it.”

U N I T E D  I N  C A R B O N 
N E U T R A L  P L E D G E

DUBLIN AIRPORT 
ACHIEVES CARBON 
NEUTRAL STATUS
Dublin airport has 
been recognised 
as carbon neutral 
by the Airport 
Carbon Accreditation 
programme, an 
organisation that 
“independently assesses 
and recognises the e� orts of 
airports to manage and reduce 
their carbon emissions”.

The Level 3+ carbon neutrality status follows e� orts 
by the airport to reduce its carbon footprint by 12 per 
cent in 2019, and overall carbon emissions by 25 per cent 
between 2013 and 2019.

Measures have included the installation of e� icient 
LED lighting, a pilot solar farm project, and the 
introduction of low emission vehicles (LEVs). The 
airport is aiming to switch all of its light vehicle fleet to 
LEVs (pictured above) by 2024, and is also planning a 
second solar farm, which it says will have the potential to 
generate up to 7.5 megawatts of power.

In 2019 Dublin airport was one of around 200 
European airports to commit to net zero carbon by 2050.
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learning that life is fragile and that our 
freedom to globetrot should not be 
taken for granted. Here’s a round-up 
of what to expect, based on the latest 
industry research.

Nomadic travel
Employees and employers have proven 
that remote work is doable and even 
when things return to normal, this 
newfound perk, which gives us the 
ability to work from any location in 
the world, is likely to linger. “If all we 
need is Wi-Fi and a web cam, why 
not have a beach or mountain view 
with our coffee or tea?” says travel 
technology firm Amadeus. There’s a 
long list of countries offering attractive 
remote work programmes – Dubai, 
Bermuda, Anguilla, Georgia, Estonia, 
Aruba, Croatia and Portugal, to name 
a few. Travellers can expect more long-
stay deals from hotel companies and 
peer-to-peer platforms like Airbnb, 
with 2021 will be the year re-defining 
what it means to travel for work.

The loyalty shift
COVID-19 has upended the 
traditional dynamic of traveller 
loyalty, according to Amadeus. 
Health, hygiene and safety are the 
new currency for earning customer 
trust, rather than points-based 

T he global business travel 
market has been badly 
hit by the pandemic, 
shrinking some 54 per 
cent year on year in 2020, 
according to research by 
ReportLinker. 

However, this decline is expected 
to diminish to just -4.5 per cent in 
2021 and recover thereafter to reach 
US$829.5 billion by 2027, trailing a 
post COVID-19 CAGR of three per 
cent from 2020 to 2027.

Research firm MMGY is even 
more optimistic, predicting positive 
business travel growth in 2021, 
basing its outlook on December data 
revealing that 57 per cent of business 
travellers intend to take a trip over the 
next six months.

Pent-up demand for travel, 
combined with anticipation of 
vaccine roll outs globally, are just 
two factors providing more than a 
glimmer of hope for the sector, it says.

Experts argue this desire to travel 
will give governments and the 
industry the push they need to quickly 
innovate, ensuring travel is safer, more 
comfortable and enjoyable.

However, expectations have changed 
and 2021 will see the emergence of 
new travel trends, expectations and 
priorities – the result of a year spent 
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A N D  W H E N  W E ’ R E 
N O T  W O R K I N G ?
Go big or stay home is this 
year’s motto, with 2021 
the year to execute that 
‘big idea’ or bucket-list 
trip. A recent Amadeus 
survey found 55 per cent 
of travellers wanted to get 
away for 14 days or more 
and 60 per cent expect 
to take only a few trips 
a year – which suggests 
they will go all out on trips 
near and far. Whether it’s 
a horseback riding tour 
through Petra, climbing 
Mount Kilimanjaro, scuba 
diving on Australia’s Great 
Barrier Reef or rafting 
through the Grand Canyon, 
this is the year travellers 
will finally book that once-
in-a-lifetime adventure.

systems. With 40 per cent of tourists 
saying they favour airlines, airports 
and hotels with stringent and 
visible health and safety standards, 
providing a better service is not up for 
negotiation. Providers that will win 
traveller loyalty are those inspiring 
con� dence and trust, with current 
trailblazers including the Gulf airlines 
providing COVID-19 insurance 
cover, destinations awarded the 
World Travel & Tourism Council Safe 
Travels stamp and hotel groups rolling 
out world-class hygiene programmes 
and protocols.

Touchless tech
In a recent survey 
conducted by Amadeus, 
more than four in � ve 
travellers said technology 
would increase their 
con� dence to travel in 
the next 12 months, so 
solutions that enhance 
transparency, clear communication and 
seamless payments and boarding are 
the clear winners of 2021. 
Airlines and airports have 
already been quick to adopt 
touchless technology (see 
pages 28-31 for a regional 
round-up). Elsewhere, 
Cathay Paci� c o� ers contactless check-
in, biometric gates at boarding and a 
modi� ed meal service to reduce contact 
with the crew, while United Airlines 
has introduced what it says is the � rst 
touchless check-in experience of any 
airline at London Heathrow Airport. 

Travel agents
If you’ve had to change a trip, or had 
to manage a big travel disruption on 
your own, you probably understand 
why it’s helpful to use a travel agent. 
COVID-19 served to highlight 
the critical role of travel agents 
– anyone who didn’t have one in 

2020 probably regretted it. With a 
considerable amount of uncertainty 
and quarantine rules changing weekly, 
travel agents are more important than 
ever as invaluable and irreplaceable 
sources of information. In 2021, 
agents will be the fountains of 
knowledge – for inspiration, the best 
deals, travel insurance, updates on 
health and safety and much more. 
Don’t leave home without one.

Travel with an impact
Pre-COVID, travellers were already 
grappling with the environmental 
and societal impact of tourism and 
the enforced pause created by the 
pandemic gave them even more 
time and space to think about how 
travel impacts the planet and local 
communities. It saw destinations like 
the Faroe Islands announce they were 
“closed for maintenance” but open 
for “voluntourists” last year, while the 
European Commission declared that 
2021 would be the European Year 
of Rail to promote sustainable travel 
across the continent and support the 
delivery of its European Green Deal 
objectives. Airlines also responded, 
with Norway committing to � ying 
electric planes on all short-haul routes 
by 2040.

Providers that will 
win traveller loyalty 
are those inspiring 
con� dence and trust
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ASK THE EXPERTS
Regional travel and tourism leaders give their views on the business travel outlook

Flexibility counts
“As we embark on a new year, we continue to 
navigate through the impact of the pandemic 
on the aviation industry. We have managed 
these exceptional challenges by being � exible, 
agile and responsive, with an additional focus 
on giving our passengers the con� dence and 
peace of mind that they need when they 
travel with � ydubai. As more countries li�  
restrictions on international travel and as 
vaccines become available, we have started 
to see early signs of recovery in the region 
as more people are encouraged to travel. We 
are conscious that the way people travel has 
changed, and we took this as an opportunity 
to redesign the passenger journey in line with 
the new reality and all the opportunities it 
presents. We remain committed to opening 
up underserved markets in 2021, while 
continuing to facilitate trade and travel in 
the region.”
Ghaith Al Ghaith, Chief Executive O icer at 
flydubai

Mindful travel
“Like many crucial industries, business travel 
is likely to experience a new normal once the 
COVID-19 pandemic subsides. Although 
it has fundamentally shi� ed the way in 
which people work – from adopting remote 
working programmes to increasing the use of 
online technology platforms – we anticipate 
that business travel will rebound, albeit at 
a slower pace than leisure travel. With an 
increased focus on health and wellbeing, 
travel will be conducted in a more mindful, 
thought-out way. We have seen a coalition 
across the industry to regain customers’ 
trust, showing that travel can be safe when 
appropriate measures are taken. More than 
ever, the focus is on delivering intuitive guest 
experiences and consistently responding to 
evolving customer needs.”
Guy Hutchinson, President and CEO, Rotana

Safety 
 rst
“Business travellers are looking for 
destinations that prioritise the safety of 
visitors while also providing a suitable 
business environment. Dubai easily meets 
both these high expectations, with the World 
Travel & Tourism Council awarding the city 
its Safe Travels stamp, reinforcing its position 
as one of the world’s safest destinations. 
We started to see the resumption of major 
business events in the � nal months of 2020, 
meaning there is strong momentum going 
into 2021, particularly as Dubai prepares 
to host the region’s � rst World Expo in the 
second half of the year. With con� dence 
continuing to build within the industry, a 
rebound in business travel will also go hand 
in hand with the global economic recovery. 
As one of the � rst cities in the world to have 
restarted the events sector while also opening 
its doors to international travellers, Dubai is 
con� dently looking ahead to a landmark year 
for business travel in 2021.”
Issam Kazim, Chief Executive O icer, Dubai 
Corporation for Tourism and Commerce 
Marketing (Dubai Tourism)
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E M I R A T E S  A 3 8 0  B R I N G S  H O P E
Emirates started 2021 on a high note, unveiling its new signature 
A380 and marking the debut of its hotly anticipated Premium 
Economy product (see page 12).

“While others cut back, Emirates is working hard to restore 
the products and services that we’ve had to suspend or adjust 
due to pandemic precautions, and introduce new o� erings and 
enhancements,” Emirates CEO Tim Clark said in a statement.

The airline received its newest A380 aircraft from Airbus’ Hamburg 
facility at the end of December and its remaining order of five A380s will 
be delivered with Premium Economy cabins throughout 2021 and 2022.

Clark has said Emirates’ goal is to get its entire super jumbo fleet 
in the air again by the end of the year, a goal that is achievable given 
the rate in which COVID-19 vaccines are being rolled out globally, 
giving travellers confidence to fly and governments the impetus they 
need to remove travel restrictions.

“I honestly believe that with the greatest minds on the planet in 
medical research, in pharmaceuticals, in government, recognising 

the only way out of this particular problem was rapid production of a 
vaccine that had high levels of e� icacy. And that’s what’s happened. 
I’ve never seen anything being so accelerated as this has, but it’s 
happened,” he told media at the end of December. 

“So, we are organising ourselves to try and reactivate the 380 fleet 
as quickly as possible in parallel, in tandem to the growth of demand 
across our network and hopefully have them all flying by this time 
next year.”
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Contactless-tech talks
“� e future of business travel will depend on 
country restrictions, quarantine regulations 
and of course, the widespread availability of 
a COVID-19 vaccine. Another important 
factor is passenger con� dence in � ying, and 
this is where we see technology as critical. 
Airports are rapidly implementing solutions 
that reduce the need for passengers to touch 
airport hardware. � e goal of implementing 
such low-touch technology is to build 
passenger trust by making the passenger 
journey safe, easy and contactless. If passengers 
feel they have control over all aspects of their 
journey, like using their own smartphone to 
check in their bags, this will go a long way 
in rebuilding their trust and con� dence in 
travelling frequently for business.” 
Hani El-Assaad, President, Middle East, India & 
Africa, SITA

Expo a welcome boost
“� e � nal weeks of 2020 delivered some 
positive signs for our hotels in the Middle 
East. � e UAE in particular witnessed an 
increase in demand during the festive season, 
which was very encouraging to see. We are 
optimistic about 2021 and expect this positive 
trend to continue in the region, mainly due 
to key business drivers such as Expo 2020. We 
believe international travel will continue to 
grow steadily as we see more � ight pick up, 
as well as an ease in travel restrictions. All in 
all, we are feeling positive about the year to 
come and look forward to working closely 
with our hotels and partners as we continue to 
welcome guests back into our properties”.
Mark Willis, CEO, Turkey, India, Middle East & 
Africa, Accor

Con� dence is king
“� roughout 2021, we expect the world of 
travel to brighten as people become more 
con� dent to travel again. With a vaccine on 
the horizon, we are optimistic there will be 
pent-up demand across our region. Local 
travel will remain a key focus and we will 
better meet the needs of our customers by 
driving localised o� ers across our markets. 
At the same time, the quality of the travel 
experience will be even more critical with 
customers expecting ever-higher levels of 
service, cleanliness and operational excellence. 
Additionally, we expect digital transformation 
to accelerate with functionality like mobile 
check-in becoming the norm. Finally, travel 
will continue to change, and we will lead with 
optimism, adapting as customer needs evolve.” 
Satya Anand, President, Marriott International, 
Europe, Middle East and Africa
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T he hotel industry has traditionally been slow to adopt technology, in stark contrast to 
the retail sector, for example. 

However, the pandemic has forced hospitality companies to embrace new 
technologies given the sisemic shi�  in consumer behaviour it has generated. Guests now 
expect contactless and seamless experiences and automation has become the new norm.

“� e introduction of Uber, Postmates and similar on-demand services were already 
driving the trend for solutions that put the individual in full control of their experience 

and the industry will have to follow to attract the modern traveller,” con� rms David Phillips, 
President and Co-Founder of Jurny, a company that provides management and technology solutions 
for boutique hotels and hospitality owners.

“Looking ahead we will see more technology in every facet of the industry, including an increase 
in in-room smart technologies, keyless entry and the total elimination of the front desk through 
virtual services,” he says. “More branded hotel apps will also emerge as companies look to stay 
relevant and provide a centralised experience for guests.”

Here, BTME asks three ‘techpreneurs’ to explain how their solutions and apps are bridging the 
gap between guests and hotel operators in a post-pandemic world. 

� eir solutions are creating a two-way conversation that bene� t both parties, giving travellers access 
to services and information, o� en personalised to meet their needs, and empowering hotels to not only 
operate more e�  ciently, but to analyse guest pro� les to upsell third-party services that suit their lifestyles.

Start-up CEOs reveal 
how their technology 

is transforming the 
hotel guest experience, 

creating seamless 
and contactless on-

demand services 

Jurny provides management and 
technology solutions for boutique 
hotels and building owners that  power 
a seamless experience for all parties.

As part of its turnkey management 
solution, it converts rooms and units 
into fully furnished, completely 
automated branded suites. 

“Each unit is upgraded with smart 
home technology to enable a tech-� rst 
experience,” explains Jurny President 
and Co-Founder David Phillips.

“� rough the Jurny app, guests 
have complete control of their 
stay, including single-touch check-
in and check-out, 24/7 virtual 
customer support, true keyless entry, 
temperature control, Wi-Fi connection 
and on-demand cleaning services.”

Jurny also assesses each property 
using data analytics to run operations 
more e�  ciently, optimising costs and 
maintaining price competitiveness.

� e company’s end-to-end 
o� ering for owners and operators 
spans interior design, sourcing 
and installation, marketing and 
photography, cleaning management, 
customer support and security. 

“Given the status of the global 
pandemic and need to adhere to 
social distancing measures, there has 

Jurny been a strong increase in demand for 
our technology to power a contactless 
experience,” Phillips acknowledges.

“We were able to maintain 
occupancy rates double the industry 
standard during peak hotel closures due 
to the pandemic, and have seen triple-
digit growth since earlier this year.”

Jurny currently operates more 
than 370 units with more than 2,500 
additional units in the pipeline 
and has a strong presence in U.S 
destinations including Dallas, Miami 
and Nashville. � e company also just 
signed its � rst international location 
in Tel Aviv, Israel.

LEFT: Hotel guests 
are seeking tech-
led frictionless 
experiences
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Dubai-based Fundok is a SaaS (software 
as a service) digital solution for the 
hospitality sector. In layman’s terms, 
that’s a way of delivering applications 
over the internet as a service, much  
like Netflix. 

This one is a guest experience 
management solution, giving operators 
of independent hotels and short-term 
apartment rentals centralised control of 
their guests’ journey, from pre-check-in 
to post-check-out.

Available on a tablet in the apartment 
or room, as well as on the guest’s 
personal mobile device, Fundok-
powered digital services range from 
check-in/check-out, room guides 
and concierge services to exclusive 
destination-related content, often  
user generated.

“Through integration with IOT 
solutions such as smart locks and IPTV, 
we can imagine a future where guests 
can self-check-in and out without the 
need for a front desk, or even book 
experiences and order room service 
with no need to have a concierge, a 
phone operator or even a kitchen on 
premises,” says Fundok Co-Founder 
Bassel Kabbabe.

“Fundok re-imagines the entire 
relationship between guest and hotel/
short-term rental operator in an age 
where contactless interactions are  
more valuable.”

The ultimate goal is to become 
an “companion for guests, enriching 
their journeys by offering essential 
information, easy access to local services 
and genuine destination insights”, 
continues Kabbabe.

“Today’s travellers are looking for 
real local experiences, digital interfaces, 
contactless interactions and frictionless 
touchpoints; Fundok aims to exceed 
their expectations on all points,” he adds.

Fundok is already working with 
some of Dubai’s leading holiday home 
operators and recently expanded its 
offering Egypt. In early 2021, some  
of Dubai’s “top independent and 
limited-service hotels” are set to roll  
out the solution.  

Fundok

Go Moment provides AI-enhanced 
guest communication platforms for the 
hospitality industry and is the creator 
of Ivy, the world’s first ‘smart concierge’.

“Ivy brings together human 
expertise and machine intelligence 
in a seamless experience for guests,” 
explains Go Moment Director Scott 
Long. “Via SMS messaging or a voice 
device like Amazon Alexa, Ivy can 
automatically answer common guest 
questions like ‘What’s the Wi-Fi 
password?’ in less than one second.”

It’s a win-win situation, he says, 
reducing the number of calls guests 
make to staff so they can focus on 
personal, face-to-face service.

With Ivy already proving useful  
to more than 40 million hotel  
guests, the smart concierge has won 
several innovation awards in the  

Go Moment
hotel technology space. 

Ivy also processes late check-outs, 
makes spa reservations and places room 
service orders, anytime, anywhere.

Go Moment’s suite of products 
also focus on hyper-personalisation 
and convenience based on guest 
analytics. This helps hotels to 
offer guests products and services 
tailored exactly to their preferences. 
Hospitality players including Caesars 
Entertainment, Choice Hotels and 
Treasure Island use Go Moment tools 
to uncover insights about their guests’ 
needs to great success, says Long.

With travellers demanding 
contactless, safe and personalised 
hospitality experiences post-
pandemic, AI-powered 
communication tools like Ivy will 
only grow in popularity, he adds. 
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ABOVE: Fundok’s 
digital services 
range from check-in 
to room guides

BELOW: The Ivy Smart 
Concierge provides 
a seamless guest 
experience
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With almost a year of ‘work 
from home’ (WFH) 
under their belts, 
members of the global 
remote workforce have 

started getting comfortable in their new 
living-room offices and some companies  
are making this permanent. As we have 
graduated to living our lives online, 
embracing streaming services, e-commerce, 
e-learning and social media, we have also 
made ourselves increasingly vulnerable to 
cybersecurity threats. Cyber-criminals have 
responded by shifting their focus to attacks 
on mobile devices. In the WFH scenario, 
data protection is an increasing concern. 
Without the protected IT framework of an 
office, systems and their data can become 
vulnerable to malicious forces. 

According to research by Kaspersky, the 
number of attacks on mobile users reached 
68,063 in the UAE from January to June 
2020. In other Middle Eastern countries, 
Egypt faced 220,000 cybersecurity breaches, 
Saudi Arabia saw 160,000 attacks in five 
months, followed by Kuwait (20,000) and 
Oman (15,000). In the recent months, 
cyber-attacks have risen to become one of 
the biggest threats to the digital health of 
corporations – with even the most heavily 
protected businesses becoming vulnerable  
to data breaches. The UAE foiled around 
120,038 cyberattacks in July, UAE’s state 
news agency WAM reported. In fact, 
malware accounted for 78 per cent of the 
attacks prevented by the National Computer 
Emergency Response Team (CERT). A 
number of phishing attacks were stopped 
too. These not only pose a threat to sensitive 
company data, but also cause serious loss of 

production time, man-hours and revenue, 
while impacting the company’s reputation 
and inviting potential regulatory fines.  
It is therefore imperative to ensure you  
brace your company and employees with 
preventive measures to minimise such risks.

There many simple ways corporations can 
ensure employees remain secure working 
remotely and keep company data safe.

IS YOUR DATA SECURE?
People are increasingly using the same set  
of devices for work and recreation, putting 
their personal information and sensitive 
company data at risk. Physical security, 
firewalls, anti-fraud measures were more 
effective when everyone was accessing official 
data at work, protected by enterprise-level 
security, but not anymore. One of the most 
common downsides to WFH is unsecured 
Wi-Fi networks. Companies should 
therefore issue advisories around safe router 
protocols – i.e., a WPA-2 or higher, and 
ensure employees assign strong passwords 
that are frequently updated. Regular training 

must be provided to help employees identify 
and mitigate threats to data security. 

DON’T LET DATA GET CAUGHT  
IN THE PHISHING NET
Another leading cause of data breaches is 
phishing scams. Taking advantage of people’s 
anxiety to know more about COVID-19, 
there have been several instances of fraud 
emails and SMS messages linked to 
information on the virus. This is a common 
strategy used by scammers and can infect 
your device with ransomware if robust 
firewalls are not in place. This can be 
remedied via simple instructions issued to 
employees, starting with emphasising the 
importance of double-checking each link 
they click on. As a company policy, while 
using official emails, any links or attachments 
received from an unknown sender should 
not be clicked on at all. 

CLOSED-DOOR MEETINGS
The most significant tech adoption has been 
the use of video-calling software for team 
meetings. These platforms, if not used 
correctly, can be unsecured and open to 
uninvited guests, which is anyone with  
a meeting link, thereby providing adept 
hackers a gateway to an employee’s system 
and the data it houses. To ensure your  
official meetings remain secure and your  
data protected, meeting hosts should “lock” 
their virtual conference rooms, or password-
protect each meeting and avoid sharing 
meeting links on open platforms. 
Regulations for remote meetings should 
mandate the updating of video-calling 
software regularly so that it’s equipped with 
the latest security upgrades and bug fixes.  BT

In the WFH 
scenario, data 
protection is 
becoming an 
increasing concern

Cyber risks in 
the new world of 
remote working

Top tips for WFH online security from Barry Cook,  
Privacy & Group Data Protection Officer, VFS Global

B A R R Y  C O O K
P R I VA C Y  &  G R O U P  D ATA  P R O T E C T I O N 
O F F I C E R ,  V F S  G L O B A L
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THE TECHNOLOGY 
HELPING TO MAKE THE 
REGION’S AIRPORTS SAFE 

AUTOMATIC
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Passenger flow management
Abu Dhabi Airports Company 
(ADAC) has adopted SITA’s 
automatic boarding pass validation 
system to facilitate a smooth and 
easy passenger experience, known as 
the automated Traveller Document 
Authentication System (TDAS).

TDAS uses SITA Passenger 
Flow Management technology to 
automatically verify original, mobile, 
or home-printed boarding passes 
before passport control. 

This makes the process quick and 
simple by eliminating long queues and 
significantly reducing wait times  
for passengers.

TDAS has been installed in eight 

The pandemic 
represents a new 
9/11 moment for  
air travel lanes. The system 

comprises automatic 
gates activated by both 
handheld and static 
boarding pass scanners. 

Barcodes on the passes are 
automatically scanned and 

validated. 
The data is then checked 

for duplicates and cross-
referenced against the airport 

operational database and the airline’s 
departure control system. 

The system has been designed to 
improve security at the airport and 
to ensure passengers are directed to 
the correct terminals and security 
checkpoints. 
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T he impact of the 
pandemic on air 
travel has been 
severe with global 
passenger traffic 
down some 48 
per cent year on 

year at the end of November 2020, 
according to data by SITA, an IT and 
telecommunication services provider 
to the air transport industry.

“Regaining passenger confidence 
has become a critical factor for 
airlines and airports to weather the 
ongoing economic storm,” says SITA 
President, Middle East, India and 
Africa, Hani El-Assaad. 

“The industry has to achieve far 
more with far less to thrive in a 
significantly smaller market where 
passenger numbers may be uncertain 
for years to come.”

Against this backdrop, the airline 
industry must quickly shift its focus 
from immediate actions like asking 
passengers to wear masks and apply 
hand sanitisers to longer-term and 
more sustainable solutions, he says, 
citing automation of operations as  
key to reducing queues and 
touchpoints at the airport as 
passenger volumes recover. 

“Resilient and agile systems that 
increase efficiencies and can respond 
to unpredictable fluxes in passenger 
numbers will greatly influence those 
who can adapt and thrive in this new 
reality,” continues El-Assaad. “The 
pandemic represents a new 9/11 
moment for air travel and how we 
respond will define our industry for 
decades to come.”

SITA has been working with many 
of the Middle East’s major airports to 
deliver low-touch solutions focused 
on automation and biometrics. Here 
are a few examples of the technology 
passengers can expect to encounter 
when they fly in or out of the region.

ABOVE: Automatic 
gates at Abu Dhabi 
International Airport

LEFT: SITA’s mobile 
boarding pass 
technology
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Self check-in kiosks
Oman Airports uses SITA’s Self 
Check-in Kiosks to enhance the 
passenger experience at Muscat 
International Airport.

Ten kiosks enable passengers 
to check in and to print boarding 
passes and bag tags. � is reduces 
queue times at the check-in counters, 
allowing passengers to relax. 

� e kiosks are future-ready and 
provide a contactless check-in 
experience, empowering passengers 
to operate the kiosk with their own 
mobile phone. � ey are also equipped 
to incorporate biometrics in the 
future, paving the way for a seamless 
biometrics-enabled journey through 
the airport.

S T E P S  T O  S A F E  A I R P O R T  T R A V E L
SITA’s tips on how technology can overcome 
COVID-19-related challenges for air travel

1. Enable passengers to be ready to fly before the airport
Travel authorisation, bag-drop, check in and more can be facilitated 
away from the airport to reduce passenger queuing and to enable 
more social distancing. This means passengers can arrive checked 
in and ‘ready to fly’. Health ETAs (Electronic Travel Authorisation) 
help further speed up the process. SITA uses biometrically enabled, 
secure mobile technology, which allows governments to instantly 
check digital declarations before passengers travel – minimising 
hassle and queuing at airports.

2. Enabling safer, easier passage through the airport
A seamless journey through the airport is crucial to reducing the 
risk of COVID-19 infection. SITA gives passengers a contactless 
experience, thanks to biometrics capable of enrolling, then 
recognising faces with masks on and passengers being able to use 
their ‘mobile as a remote control for travel’. Touchless bag tagging 
and digital boarding pass stamps at security are just some of the 
examples of minimising the need for passengers to touch airport 
infrastructure or physically contact sta� .

3. Safer on arrival and beyond
SITA now provides health-aware border checks on arrival linked to 
pre-checked identity, journey and health information. Processing 
passengers via biometric-enabled gates or traditional border 
checkpoints is faster than ever and completely touchless, further 
reducing the time of exposure in the airport, congestion levels, and 
contact points. Passengers can also receive personal notifications 
advising bag arrival location and times to help avoid clustering in the 
baggage arrivals hall. And, in the unfortunate event of losing a bag, 
they can use mobile lost bag reporting to check the progress on any 
lost bags and connect to the airline.
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RIGHT: Self check-in 
kiosks at Muscat 

International Airport

BELOW: The Smart Path 
at Istanbul Airport IGA
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Smart Path
SITA Smart Path, an automatic 
solution that helps passengers breeze 
through checkpoints using their face 
as their boarding pass, is integrated 
into the existing common-use airport 
infrastructure at Istanbul Airport 
IGA. � e solution, which is rolled 
out across participating airlines’ 
Departure Control Systems (DCS), 
o� ers passengers a seamless, 
secure and cost-e� ective customer 
experience.

Smart Path in IGA is also being 
tested on the following touchpoints 
and systems:
• Enrolment on SITA Common 

Use Terminals (CUTE) at the 
check-in desk 

• Seamless integration with airlines’ 
DCS systems and SITA Local 
departure control system

• Gate access airside on SITA 
Passenger Check automated gates

• Access to the IGA’s VIP lounge
• Aircra�  boarding  

O N - B O A R D  U P D A T E 
Contactless technology is not only 
transforming the airport experience but 
translating to new on-board experiences. 
Etihad Airways recently launched a new trial 
with digital newspaper and magazine app 
Pressreader allowing passengers to download 
publications before their flight, eliminating 
the need for paper versions. The initiative 
gives passengers access to more than 7,000 
titles from 120 countries from 30 hours 
before departure. Customers can download 
unlimited publications, either by opening 
the Etihad Airways app or by clicking on the 
Pressreader link in their check-in reminder 
email. A selection of titles will also be 
available on Etihad’s IFE system inflight. Once 
downloaded the publications are free to keep.

Meanwhile, air services provider dnata has 
partnered with Swiss technology firm Uveya 
to trial new ultraviolet (UV) technology for 
aircraft cabin sanitisation. dnata’s enhanced 
cabin cleaning service was trialled on board 
the aircraft of Swiss regional carrier Helvetic 
Airways. Uveya’s cutting-edge solution 
uses UV-C rays to disinfect the interior of 
the aircraft. During the cleaning process, 
an autonomous sterilisation robot emits 
concentrated UV-C light across the cabin. 
The device can e� ectively kill more than 99 
per cent of bacteria and pathogens, including 
Coronavirus, in the air and on all surfaces in a 
few minutes, without using any chemicals.
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A Sharjah stopover promises visitors 
an authentic Arabian experience, 
thanks to the emirate’s rich cultural 
and natural heritage

S harjah is arguably one of the UAE’s most 
diverse emirates, known for its cultural 
attractions, natural beauty, family friendly 
activities and increasingly, its unique eco-
tourism experiences. If you are taking a quick 
trip to the city for business, set some time 
aside to discover a few destination highlights, 

which range from museums, community venues and 
libraries to beautiful parks, beaches and mountainous 
beauty spots. Here is a snapshot of must-visits; just take 
your pick.

1 Browse through The House of Wisdom
� e House of Wisdom is Sharjah’s new state-of-the-art 
public library, which opened to the public in December 
2020. It is a symbol of Sharjah’s commitment to cultural 

heritage preservation following its selection by UNESCO 
as the host city for World Book Capital in April 2019. � e 
modern landmark features 15 spacious lobbies and halls 
that are home to 305,000 books, 200,000 of which are in 
digital format and 11,000 of which are written in multiple 
languages. It is a library for all ages with ‘� e Little Reader’ 
area dedicated to children and packed with some 2,000 
books. houseofwisdom.ae

2 Go back to the future at the Flying Saucer
� e Flying Saucer, an iconic architectural landmark 
in Sharjah since the 1970s, was recently restored and 
renovated by the Sharjah Art  Foundation and reopened 
to the public in September 2020. � e space-age-inspired 
building o� ers new outdoor areas and community spaces, 
which include a multi-activity café around a sunken 
courtyard with a library and multiple screening walls. 
� e Flying Saucer is now being pitched as a premium 
venue for hosting social events, performances, outdoor 
art installations and other entertainment, so it’s worth 
considering for your next corporate gathering too. 
sharjahart.org

SHARJAH8
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3 Take a stroll around Shees Park 
� is spectacular new park, located near the village of Shis 
in Khorfakkan (Sharjah’s Eastern Region), opened on 
October 15, 2020 and promises visitors mountain views 
and modern recreational facilities. Featuring beautiful 
lakes, mountain terraces, meandering walkways, splendid 
viewing decks, a play area, 32 shaded seats, an outdoor 
theatre that can accommodate up to 70 people and a 
barbecue area, there is plenty to keep you occupied or you 
can simply sit back and relax. Don’t miss the 25-metre-
high manmade waterfall, considered a key park attraction.

4 Row your boat at Al Rafisah Dam
A pleasure ground for picnics and leisure boating for the 
past 40 years, Al Ra� sah Dam, located at the foot of the 
Hajar mountains, has lashings of rustic charm, but thanks 
to a recent rejuvenation project, o� ers plenty of modern 
amenities too, including a new visitor centre and rest area. 
It is a hideaway for nature lovers and adventure seekers 
but o� ers easy access to key facilities such as a mosque, 
outdoor play areas for kids, parking areas, a supermarket 
and a famous local restaurant overlooking the lake. 

5 Get theatrical at Khorfakkan Amphitheatre
� e Khorfakkan Amphitheatre, which sits at the foot of Al 
Sayed Mountain, is the newest landmark in Sharjah’s Eastern 
Region and is worth a visit for its stunning architecture and 
breathtaking views of the beach and the city. 

6 Cave-in to spectacular views at 
Khorfakkan Waterfall
Located next to the Khorfakkan Amphitheatre, the 
Khorfakkan Waterfall is one of the most famous 
attractions in the district. Standing 45 metres tall, 11 
metres wide and 43 metres above sea level, the structure 
treats visitors to window views of water cascading from 
the top of the cave to the bottom of the mountain. It is an 
unforgettable treat for the senses. 

7 Hike the historic trails at Khorfakkan and 
Al Rabi Tower
� ese famous towers in Khorfakkan are considered prime 
viewing spots, boasting panoramic vistas of the valley, all 
the way to the sea. Both have been restored and serve as 
the starting point to the historic hiking trail, which leads 
to Khorfakkan’s highest mountain.

8 Sit back and relax at Khorfakkan Beach
Khorfakkan’s beach park is an outdoor recreational venue 
geared up for beachgoers, swimmers, � tness fanatics and 
leisure seekers. Facilities include jogging and cycling tracks, 
showers and changing facilities, football and basketball 
venues, a BBQ area, children’s playground, open theatre, 
dining options ranging from restaurants to kiosks, plus 
parking and a few retail outlets.

3

5

7
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BELGRADE, SERBIA
Why now? One of the lesser-known 
European capitals, Belgrade has 
so much to o� er. It is built on the 
con� uence of two rivers, the Danube 
and Sava, which split the city into the 
traditional and more attractive Old 
Belgrade and New Belgrade, de� ned 
by its post-war brutalist architecture. 
With mid-century design and 
architecture increasing in popularity, 

the Serbian capital is proving a hit 
with Gen Z and Millennials looking 
to capture for their feeds. Amateur 
photographers will enjoy a visit to the 
‘House of Flowers’ – a mausoleum 
to the divisive former communist 
leader of Yugoslavia, Marshal 
Tito. Although a rather unorthodox 
tourist attraction, the site, with its 
modern marble and glass architecture 
� lled with tropical planting, it’s 

not too far removed from London’s 
Barbican and has proved 
a hit with the social media savvy.
Where to stay? Like its Old 
Town surroundings, Hotel Indigo 
Belgrade’s architecture will showcase 
the mishmash of cultures and styles 
re� ecting the neighbourhood’s 
fascinating history that stretches back 
for millennia, when it opens in Q2. 
Sitting above luxury retail stores, 

WITH TRAVEL BACK ON THE AGENDA, 
NEW HOTELS IN EMERGING 

DESTINATIONS AWAIT
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LEFT: Hotel Indigo 
Belgrade

BELOW: Regent 
Phu Quoc

“Never has the remoteness and privacy 
of island living been more appealing”

the property features 44 boutique 
bedrooms that take their design 
inspiration from Doréol, the local 
district that wears its history on its 
sleeve with mix and match of styles. 
Use the hotel as a base to explore the 
grand Belgrade Fortress, Church of 
Saint Sava, Republic Square and in 
the evening, the National � eatre 
or the exciting nightlife with its 
booming indie scene. 

PHU QUOC, VIETNAM
Why now? Never has the remoteness 
and privacy of island living been more 
appealing. Recognised by UNESCO 
as a World Biosphere Reserve in 2006 
and with half of the island covered by 
a National Park, Phu Quoc provides 
the perfect canvas for an idyllic 
holiday. � e island sits 10 degrees 
north of the equator and enjoys 
an average temperature of around 
27°C, so it’s a year-round sun trap. 
Phu Quoc is also home to around 20 
unspoiled beaches.

Where to stay? Regent Phu Quoc 
will open in Q2 on the pristine white 
sands of Long Beach, o� ering views of 
the calm waters in Bai Truong’s Phu 
Quoc Marina, o�  Vietnam’s southwest 
coast. � e resort is a sublime haven, 
infused with the soul of the island, and 
features suites, villas, a private beach, spa, 
pool and gym facilities. � ere are six 
dining venues including Oku, a Franco-
Japanese Salon de Boeuf and Bar Jade, 
serving apothecary-inspired cocktails 
cra� ed with fresh botanicals and an 
abundance of local Vietnamese herbs.
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L I V E  R A K  P L A Y  I N V I T E S  P R O F E S S I O N A L S 
T O  C A L L  T H E  E M I R A T E  H O M E
Ras Al Khaimah has launched a remote work package giving professionals 
from around the world the chance to live and work in the emirate for up to 
three months. The ‘Live RAK Play’ programme, which runs until December 
31, 2021, includes value-for-money long-stay rates at several hotels and 
resorts, complimentary Wi-Fi and airport transfers, plus discounts on dining, 
laundry, car rental and tourism attractions/activities. Guests also receive two 
complimentary tickets to either Jais Adventure Peak, home to the longest 
zipline in the world, or Suwaidi Pearl Farm, as well as a chance to visit the 
new Bear Grylls Explorer Camp for a half-day mountain excursion.

RAS AL KHAIMAH, UAE
Why now? While Dubai and Abu 
Dhabi have migrated from well-trodden 
paths on layover routes to sought-a� er 
global destinations, Ras Al Khaimah 
is a lesser-known emirate, but with 
a lot to o� er, including the highest 
mountain in the UAE, Jebel Jais; 64km 
of beachfront; and 7,000-plus years of 
culture and heritage. � e 16th Century 
Dhayah Fort and the crumbling ruins 
of ‘Sheba’s Palace’, which is said to be the 
oldest palace in the UAE, are just two 
gems worth a visit in the emirate, which 
is a 45-minute drive from Dubai. For 
the more adventurous, new attractions 
on Jebel Jais include the world’s � rst 

Bear Grylls Explorers Camp (BGEC) 
o� ering the British adventurer’s globally 
renowned survival courses and soon, 
camp accommodation and 1484 by 
Puro – the UAE’s highest restaurant, 
perched 1,484 metres above sea level.
Where to stay? Opening in Q2, 
InterContinental Mina Al Arab will 
feature 350 guest rooms and suites, 
a health club, spa, two swimming 
pools and several restaurants. Set 
on a headland surrounded by 
protected coastal wetlands with lush 
landscaping fronting a sweeping beach 
on one side and a manmade waterway 
on the other, all accommodation 
o� ers panoramic water views.

NEGEV DESERT, ISRAEL
Why now? Largely untouched 
by mass tourism, Shaharut (which 
translates as the moment just before 
dawn) sits on the Arava Valley in the 
Negev desert, where traditional desert 
hospitality is expressed by generosity 
of spirit and in� uenced by the 
abundance of history in this region, 
home to the ancient Midianites and 
their fascinating tribe people. You 
can be transported to another world, 
just a 45-minute drive from Ramon 
International Airport. Buried in the 
desert lie several UNESCO World 
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CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT: 
InterContinental 
Mina Al Arab; 
Hotel Indigo Miami 
Brickell; Hotel Indigo 
Adelaide Markets; 
Six Senses Shaharut

BRICKELL, MIAMI, FLORIDA
Why now? While South Beach and Wynwood have 
attracted the majority of visitors over the years, Brickell, 
Miami’s � nancial district, is rapidly emerging as a 
destination in its own right. � e new shopping centre, 
Brickell City Centre, is perfect for retail therapy to ensure 
you’re dressed to the nines like the locals as you hit the 
many buzzing bars and restaurants in the neighbourhood 
where you’ll feel like you’re stepping onto a movie set.
Where to stay? Hotel Indigo Miami Brickell will 
open any day now with a story inspired by the Brickell 
neighbourhood’s history – from its native Tequesta 
heritage to entrepreneurial pioneers like Mary and William 
Brickell and Julia Tuttle. Internationally recognised 
designer Angel Sanchez of Sanchez and Coleman Studio 
designed the interior aesthetic, including an inviting 
lobby that radiates the quintessential tropical Miami 
feel. Colourful contrasts and classic and contemporary 
design mirror the lively neighbourhood, and this mix 
can be experienced in each of the 140 rooms, which o� er 
spectacular views of the Miami skyline and turquoise 
ocean. Facilities include a 24-hour � tness centre and pool 
and the El Patio dining venue with an outdoor garden.

ADELAIDE, SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Why now? While many travellers 
are familiar with Sydney, Melbourne 
and Brisbane, Adelaide is the gem of 
South Australia. Stretching from the 
coast to the foothills of the Mount 
Lo� y Ranges, it o� ers natural beauty, 
a wealth of culture and acclaimed 
wineries, including those along the 
Barossa Valley. To truly get to know a 
city, it’s best to start where the locals 
do and Adelaide Central Markets, 
with its maze of 80 stalls brimming 
with everything from fresh fruit and 
veggies to sumptuous artisanal food 
products, has been the hub of culinary 
culture in the city since it opened way 
back in 1869.
Where to stay? � e Hotel Indigo 
brand will make its Australian debut 
with the opening of Hotel Indigo 
Adelaide Markets in Q1. Located on 
Market Street – a vibrant culinary hub 
in the heart of the city and seconds 
from the iconic Adelaide Central 
Markets – the 145-room hotel brings 
the best of the outdoors, indoors. 
Colourful wall art pays homage to 
the culture of neighbourhood festival 
posters, while tessellated tile patterns 
of Adelaide with copper � xtures are a 
nod to South Australia’s copper mining 
history. � e restaurants and bars tap 
into the best of Adelaide Market’s 
wonderful produce for seasonal appeal. 
Market & Meander is a modern 
Australian restaurant and bar, touting 
multicultural in� uences from Grote and 
Gouger Street, while on the roo� op, 
guests will experience the spectacular 
raw food bar, Merrymaker. 

Heritage Sites including Shivta 
and Avdat, which form part of the 
Nabatean spice route that continues 
down to Petra. 
Where to stay? Six Senses Shaharut, 
which opens in Q1, is positioned 
on a dramatic cli� , at one with the 
almost-supernatural panorama of the 
Negev Desert. Although the site covers 
approximately 46 acres (18 hectares), 
there are just 40 villas and suites, 
which adds to the sense of wilderness, 
as well as a signature Six Senses Spa. 
� e resort is integrated into the 
surrounding landscape and built 
using materials sourced from the local 
area. Buildings have been designed to 
emulate structures inhabited by the 
Nabataeans – a nomadic community 
that lived in the desert 2,000 years 
ago. Walls are made from rough-hewn 
limestone and � int, while thatched 
roofs shade terraces. � e landscaping 
features regional cacti, indigenous 
desert blooms and thoughtful exterior 
lighting to avoid light pollution at 
night, preserving the pristine clarity 
of the desert’s starry sky.

“Brickell, Miami’s � nancial 
district, is rapidly emerging 
as a destination in its 
own right ”
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STRESS-BUSTING

BREAKS
W O R D S :  A L L Y S O N  P O R T E E

How two luxury Dubai hotels are 
offering wellness treatments 

that boost the immune 
system and promote 
relaxation in an era 

where health is wealth
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STRESS-BUSTING If there was ever a year de� ned by upheaval and 
stress, it was 2020. � e pandemic hit every 
country and community and continues to take 
its toll in 2021, disrupting our personal and 
professional lives. Amid this turmoil, there are 
constants, and taking a holistic approach to 
health and wellbeing — to boost the immune 

system, promote relaxation and prevent illness — is one of 
them. It’s more relevant today than ever before.

If you’re looking for a destination where following this 
strategy is made easy, Dubai could be the answer, 
o� ering some of the best R&R spots in the region.

Residents made the most of them as soon 
as lockdown restrictions were li� ed, booking 
staycations and spa appointments at leading 
hotels and resorts in an e� ort to evade 
the stress of 2020.  Demand for wellness 
programmes and immunity boosting 
treatments rocketed as COVID-weary 
customers looked to recharge and re-set.

Time-honoured techniques
“With COVID there are many uncertainties, so many of 
our guests have been very stressed, which weakens their 
immune systems, so our massages and stretching therapies 
have been very useful,” con� rms Maria D. Marques, 
Manager at � e Guerlain Spa at � e One&Only � e 
Palm. “� e stronger the immune system the better, as it 
can protect us from any virus.” 

� e only Guerlain Spa in the UAE, this luxury facility is 
a haven for beauty and wellbeing, blending quintessential 
Moorish architecture and design with a distinct French 

touch — Guerlain’s globally renowned products.
Guerlain is one of the world’s oldest perfume, 

cosmetics and skincare houses, founded in 1828 in 
Paris by perfumer Pierre-François Pascal Guerlain 
and today, the eponymous brand’s ongoing scienti� c 
research and 200-year commitment to product 
innovation is re� ected in the wellness techniques 

o� ered at the One&Only � e Palm’s spa, with some 
Arabian traditions thrown in for good measure.

LEFT: The Spa at 
Mandarin Oriental 
Jumeira, Dubai

TOP: The Guerlain 
Spa at The One&Only 
The Palm

INSET: Guerlain has 
perfected its wellness 
products and 
treatments over the 
course of 200 years
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� e three bespoke treatments exclusive to the spa focus 
on boosting energy and relieving muscle tension. 

� e � rst, ‘Désert D’Orient,’ involves a Silk Indulgence 
Milk Scrub and a Guerlain body wrap, followed by a visit 
to the steam room to purify and detoxify and concludes 
with a massage using one of Guerlain’s signature scented 
Massage Elixirs. 

� e second, ‘Dubai Harmony’, re-oxygenates and 
illuminates the skin and complexion, and the third, 
‘One&Only Solar Evasion’, is a face and body exfoliation 
that precedes a Terracotta “Huile du Voyageur’ oil massage 
to give the skin a post-sun glow. � is treatment helps to 
repair the skin, which in a desert environment like Dubai, 
is crucial.

Guests are choosing to visit � e One&Only � e 
Palm during the pandemic because of the privacy and 
personalised service the hotel and its spa o� ers. Private 
villas with pools provide a social-distanced environment 
and the opportunity to relax and de-stress. 
www.oneandonlyresorts.com

WELLNESS IN 2021
The Global Wellness Summit in December brought 
together top journalists and future forecasters to 
predict this year’s top trends

TWO BECOME ONE
Healthcare and wellness are now converging, with 
preventative measures dominating lifestyle choices. 
Functional and conventional medicine will join forces.

IMMUNITY NOW
Strengthening the immune system (and building 
physical fortitude) will be a major 2021 wellness trend 
across the board, from food and supplements to 
educational classes. Immunity-enhancing and energy 
healing treatments will dominate, as will focus on gut 
health for immunity and improved brain function.

BACK TO NATURE
The experts all agreed that in an era of lockdown and 
social distancing (and with new awareness that the 
destruction of the environment spurred COVID-19), 
there is a profound new value being placed on nature 
and wilderness as healing forces.

HUMAN-POWERED TRAVEL
Slow, human-powered travel (cycling, hiking, walking, 
paddling trips) are growing fast, not only because 
they’re wellness experiences, but because they’re also 
naturally socially-distanced activities. 

WELLNESS BEGINS AT HOME
A trend amplified by the pandemic, home wellness 
ranges from video-on-demand workouts to installing 
air purifiers. Finding ways to nurture ourselves within 
our home spaces has become key.

AT-HOME BEAUTY
Following on from the wellness and self-care at home 
trend, new antimicrobial and antibacterial beauty 
formulations (and touch-free application processes 
and packaging) will make beauty safe, improve skin 
cells and tackle blemishes.

www.globalwellnessummit.com
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LEFT: Nature for 
healing is a top 
trend

BELOW: ‘Re-energise 
and Reset’ at 
Mandarin Oriental 
Jumeira
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Re-energise and reset
Back on the mainland, � e Spa at Mandarin 
Oriental Jumeira has launched a ‘Re-
energise and Reset’ wellbeing programme, 
which promotes holistic health in a COVID 
era, says the hotel’s senior director of spa and 
wellness, Sarah Codner.

“We’ve found that there are two types of 
people during COVID: some are depressed, 
anxious and have gained a little weight and 
others need a detoxi� cation,” she explains.  

� e ‘Re-energise’ aspect of the programme caters to 
guests requiring detoxi� cation and focuses on 
boosting metabolism and improving nutrition, 
while the ‘Reset’ helps those with anxiety. 

Partnering with Australian supplier Subtle 
Energies, Codner and her team designed one- 
and three-day packages combining personal 
training, nutritional advice, deep tissue treatments to 
improve circulation and tailormade yoga sessions. Lunch 
is included on all three days with dishes made from clean, 
non-processed goods.

Codner says the ‘Reset’ treatments help those wrestling 
with fear and have di�  culties breathing and/or sleeping.

“� ere is a focus on meditation, yoga and breathing 

coupled with foods that enhance sleep, induce melatonin 
production and are high in tryptophan — like hummus, 
lobster, shrimp and turkey,” she explains.

All products used are natural, animal-cruelty free and 
sustainable, so customers can take them home to continue 
their wellness journey

“� e oils we use through Subtle Energies help to boost 
the immune system too,” says Codner. “� e ‘Muscle Ease’ 
oil is also anti-viral and anti-fungal.”

� e spa is now “busier than it has ever been” as 
residents and visitors crave some “me time, grounding and 
relaxation”, she continues, adding: “People missed human 
connection during lockdown and they are much more 
aware of the need to look a� er themselves.”

� e Spa at Mandarin Oriental Jumeira, Dubai has also 
partnered with � e Elixir Clinic, an international wellness 
clinic specialising in intravenous therapy, to o� er guests 
and members a diverse selection of VitaDrip infusions that 
enhance wellbeing and boost energy.

‘� e Signature VitaDrip’, developed exclusively by the 
clinic for the Dubai spa, is a bespoke nutrient-rich IV 
infusion designed to improve energy levels, rehydrate the 
body, relieve jetlag symptoms and strengthen the immune 
system while promoting detoxi� cation and anti-aging. 
www.mandarinoriental.com
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There is a focus on 
meditation, yoga and 
breathing, coupled 
with foods that 
enhance sleep

TRANSFORMATION FOR LIFE
In 2023, a world-class European wellness 
clinic will make its debut in Abu Dhabi’s 
AlJurf, a new destination created by IMKAN  
– a real estate developer with ambitions to 
create “soulful places that enrich lives”.

IMKAN has partnered with SHA Wellness 
Clinic to develop SHA Emirates at AlJurf  
– a facility dedicated to improving health 
by fusing ancient Eastern disciplines with 
cutting-edge Western techniques

The centre will be the third SHA Wellness 
Clinic in the world, with the company’s 
flagship facility located in Alicante, Spain 
and another wellness clinic set to open in 
Mexico this year.

The Abu Dhabi clinic will adopt 
SHA’s bespoke approach, tailor-making 
detailed programmes to meet the exact 
requirements of its guests.

“After a decade transforming the lives of 
thousands of people from around the world 
at our current location in Spain, we dreamt 
of crossing the seas to new continents. We 
wanted more and more people to benefit 
from our philosophy of integrative health and 

well-being. It was not easy, but we finally 
found everything we could imagine and 
more at the seaside destination of AlJurf. The 
luxury development is surrounded by wildlife 
and nestled in a beautiful serene landscape. 
It’s the perfect place for people looking to 
escape city life and recuperate,” explains 
Alejandro Bataller Pineda, Vice President of 
SHA Wellness Clinic.

“Our aim is to fully support living a 
healthy lifestyle and become a catalyst 
for health and wellness in the UAE. SHA 
Emirates’ philosophy is that the very best 

health for mind, body and soul is attained 
through marrying optimum nutrition and 
therapy with external elements of luxurious 
and relaxing surroundings.”

Located on the coast, SHA UAE will 
feature 120 rooms and suites. It will be 
constructed using a biophilic approach – 
a design philosophy that connects with 
nature – incorporating cascading hanging 
gardens and panoramic costal views.

It will be part of the AlJurf community, 
home to residential villa, a private beach 
and a marina.
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W O R D S  T O M  O T L E Y D eep vein thrombosis (DVT) can be 
a worry for frequent travellers. It 
occurs when altered blood � ow leads 
to the formation of a blood clot in 
a deep vein of the leg. Symptoms 
include a swollen or painful calf or 
thigh. In uncommon cases, part of 

the clot moves to the lungs, causing a pulmonary 
embolism (blocked blood vessel) that, if severe, 
may cause the a� ected lung to collapse.

DVT isn’t caused only by travelling. Each 
year, it occurs in between one and three people 

per 1,000, according to the Department of 
Health, and, of those, only one in 100 cases is 

fatal. Nevertheless, frequent travellers may be more at 
risk than others. Professor Mark Whiteley, a consultant 

venous surgeon and phlebologist, explains why: “� e 
things that cause clots are the Virchow’s Triad [named a� er 
German physician Rudolf Virchow]. � ese are changes in 
the blood, changes in the blood � ow and changes in the 
vessel wall. Any one of those can cause a clot.

“When you � y, you have a change in the � ow, since 
you’re just sitting there, so the blood isn’t � owing as it 
should. You’re up in the air, so you have decreased oxygen 
and have changed the consistency of the blood. Finally, if 
you have varicose veins, then the vein wall is stretched and 
bulbous, allowing blood to clot on this altered vein wall. 
So when you � y, you’ve got the perfect storm for DVT.”

RISK FACTOR
Our 2019 article on this (see businesstraveller.com/
feature-category/smart-traveller) dealt with some of the 
practical ways to guard against DVT, such as staying 
hydrated, moving regularly on the plane and wearing 
compression socks. � e publicity around these measures 
has probably saved many people who would have su� ered 
from DVT from having serious problems. � ere’s no 
doubt, though, that some of us are more at risk than 
others, and so if you have varicose veins it would be a good 
idea to see a specialist.

Whiteley points out that a signi� cant proportion of 
the population is unaware that they have varicose veins, as 
not all are visible on the surface. “Venous disease a� ects 
around 30-40 per cent of people, and of that 30-40 per 
cent, only 15-20 per cent of people know they have got 
problems with their veins, because they can see them. � e 
others are hidden under the skin’s surface,” he says. 

“Whether they are visible or not, most vein disease 
will cause aching and painful legs and can lead to swollen 
ankles and, ultimately, can go on to cause leg ulcers and 
clots. Yet even in those cases, if you go to the doctor you 
will o� en be given leg stockings or steroid treatments, 
neither of which really work because they don’t � x the 
underlying problem.”

For those people who do have veins that show, who 
have su� ered from leg ulcers or super� cial vein thrombosis 

If you have 
varicose veins 

and travel 
frequently, 

you’d be well 
advised to get 
them checked  
– it could help 
to prevent you 

getting DVT

Go 
flowwith the
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What we know 
is that if the clot 
is within 5cm of 
a junction to the 
deep vein, it can 
turn into a DVT

(phlebitis), or who have a family history that might 
indicate problems are likely, Whiteley recommends having 
a pre-emptory scan.

DIAGNOSIS
Since my own varicose vein was visible, I thought it worth 
at least having a scan. My attitude towards undergoing 
surgery is that I have successfully avoided it all my life, and 
I intend to continue doing so. Nevertheless, a scan isn’t 
painful, and at least then I could make an 
informed decision. So it was that I found 
myself having an initial consultation with 
Whiteley at his clinic just o�  London’s 
Oxford Street (he also runs clinics in 
Guildford and Bristol).

� e scan, performed by a highly trained 
technologist, was extremely thorough – but 
then, in many ways, it is the most important 
part of the treatment. � e scan should 
ensure that every problematic vein, whether 
visible or not, is identi� ed, and also help the surgeon to 
decide on what sort of treatment will be appropriate. 

� e duplex scanning technique used 
is, in fact, a threefold process (it’s called 
“triplex scanning” in some parts of the world). 
It starts with a greyscale/B-mode ultrasound 
scan that is similar to the standard kind used 
for pregnancy.

� en there is a “Doppler ultrasound” scan, 
beamed into the speci� c area of the body and 
capable of being directed inside the vein. By combining 
the ultrasound picture generated with the speci� c 
Doppler waveform, this can be used to measure blood � ow 
in the vein.

“� e third part of the scanning process is the colour 
� ow/colour-coded element,” Whiteley explains. 
“Computers these days are so fast that any movement 
on the black and white ultrasound picture can be 
picked up and ‘coded’ as either blue or red depending on 
the direction of � ow. � is means we can see blood � ow 
in a vein in real time and judge whether blood � ows up 
the vein normally and down abnormally, if the valves are 
not working.”

All of this is then brought together so that a bespoke 
treatment can be suggested to the patient. In my case, 
apart from some aching, the vein had never bothered me, 
but the scans showed that as well as the visible vein, there 
were other, deeper problems. Of course, as with all medical 
matters, the moment you are told that something a� ects 
you, then it’s time to start researching, initially on Google, 
then ringing friends who have absolutely no specialism in 
the area you are asking about but who try to be helpful, 
and, � nally, listening to the specialist in front of you.  

“In the UK, we get taught that there are only two layers 
of veins: deep in the muscle and super� cial. � is is wrong 
and there are in fact three layers,” Whiteley says.

“So it’s generally understood that if you have a clot in 
the deep veins, that’s bad because it can go to the lungs, 
and if you get a lump in the super� cial, you don’t need 
to worry, because it’s just painful, and most doctors just 
give antibiotics.”

� is more complex view was interesting, because that 
advice was exactly what happened to a frequent-travelling 
colleague of mine, who has twice su� ered from a painful 
lump just underneath the skin a� er � ying long-haul. � e 
� rst time he was prescribed antibiotics, the second time he 
was given a scan and some anticoagulants (medicines that 
help to prevent blood clots).

“If something is hot and red, doctors tend to reach for 
antibiotics,” Whiteley says. “But if you got punched in 
the nose it would be hot and red and you wouldn’t give 
antibiotics. It is the irritation of the clot that causes a hot, 
red area because the body is trying to heal.

“Instead, there are two things that should be done. � e 
latest guidance from the British Committee for Standards 
in Haematology and the American College of Chest 
Physicians Evidence-Based Clinical Practice Guidelines 
since 2012 is to come and have a scan. What we know is 
that if that clot is within 5cm of a junction to the deep 
vein, it can turn into a DVT.” 

Worryingly, Whiteley says that these guidelines show 
that about 1 per cent of people who have a clot in the 
super� cial veins 
that is close to the 
junction end up 
with a clot in their 
lungs. “Yet doctors 
are still giving 
non-steroidal 
anti-in� ammatories 
and aspirin to 
patients and telling 
them to put a 
stocking on. If it’s 
close to a deep vein, 
they must get a scan 
and then be o� ered an anticoagulant.” (I have advised my 
colleague to go for a scan. We shall see.)

TREATMENT 
So what was the advice for me? Would it be necessary 
to have the veins removed (or stripped, as I’ve heard it 
called, normally with a wince)? � ankfully not. “In the 
UK, we still have some people having their veins stripped 
out, but it’s pointless because they almost always grow 
back, and grow back without valves, which means the 
problem has returned,” Whiteley says. “We did a study 
showing that at eight years [a� er treatment], 82 per cent 
of those who had their veins stripped had grown their 
veins back again. � e latest research shows you also get 
smaller new veins developing as well, making it more 
di�  cult to treat.”
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ABOVE RIGHT:
Ultrasound scanning 
can help to detect 
any problems
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� ankfully, the foam procedure 
was not painful at all, and took 
less than an hour. My leg was then 
bandaged and a long stocking put 
over it. I had to keep it wrapped 
up for three weeks, which was 
irritating for the � rst day or so but 

soon seemed normal.
During this time, I took several 

long-haul � ights, including a 
week-long trip to Hong Kong, and 

su� ered no ill e� ects. In fact, I just 
made sure to put a stocking on the other 

leg, for safety’s sake, even though there 
were no problematic veins on that one. For 

showering, I had a long plastic cover called a Limbo 
that was very e� ective. 

Finally, a� er three weeks of being bandaged up, my 
new leg was unveiled, free of varicose veins and ready to 
take its place in the world of short trousers without any 
unsightly bulges. 

� is combination of vanity and concern for health 
could be life-saving, according to Christopher Ogden, a 
consultant uro-oncologist and pioneer of robotic surgery 
in the UK, who attended a recent Business Traveller event 
at London’s Bupa Cromwell Hospital. Ogden advises 
prioritising mental health up until the age of 50 and 
therea� er concentrating on physical health, with health 
screenings for cardiovascular disease and cancers of the 
prostate and colon. 

For those su� ering from painful veins, especially those 
who travel frequently, I would advise having a general 
MOT to discover potential problems, and considering 
having them � xed. With luck, we are looking at longer 
lives, and treatments such as those for varicose veins can 
help to ensure a more comfortable duration. 
thewhiteleyclinic.co.uk

He says that, instead, it is better to destroy the veins 
with heat directed at the vein wall so that the cells 
undergo a process called apoptosis. � e trick is to use a 
combination of techniques. Traditional treatment used 
radiofrequency ablation, but that only treats the vein it is 
touching; therefore, if the vein wall bulges away from the 
radiofrequency device, or there is a clot or scar in the vein, 
stopping it from being in contact during the treatment, 
then treatment could fail. 

A high proportion of treatment now is by laser, but 
Whiteley says: “Saying ‘laser’ is like saying ‘car’. � ere 
are many di� erent types of laser, just as there are many 
di� erent sorts of cars.” 
Sonovein is one of the latest 
techniques to treat veins, 
beaming ultrasound through 
the skin, burning tissue only 
in a very focused way.

Unfortunately, my veins 
were too extensive and 
too long for this, so it was 
decided that I would have 
another new treatment called 
microwave ablation. � is 
is the same technique that 
Whiteley used on DJ and 
presenter Chris Evans in 
2019, which Evans showed o�  in the press. 

Once the correct combination of techniques was 
decided on, it was time to book the day for the treatment. 
In fact, it only took an hour, and was done under local 
anaesthetic. While this was uncomfortable, being awake is 
necessary so you can advise on levels of discomfort as the 
microwave kills o�  veins. Being able to feed back to the 
surgeon prevents overheating and burns. � is protects the 
skin and nerves and is why modern vein surgeons should 
never use general anaesthetic or sedation.

PREVENTING REGROWTH 
A� erwards, my leg was encased in tight bandages and I 
rested for 30 minutes before walking out of the surgery, 
into a waiting Uber and o�  to the train station and home. 
� ree days later, the bandages were o�  and I could see a 
transformed, if heavily bruised, leg. Twelve weeks later, I 
returned for the next stage of the treatment – foam. 

“Once your leg has had the veins removed, there are only 
three reasons why the vein should come back,” Whiteley 
says. “First, you haven’t had the right ones treated; second, 
you had the right veins treated but with the wrong 
technique – so maybe laser but the wrong power; or, third, 
new veins have opened up. � is last part can be reduced by 
foam sclerotherapy.”

Ultrasound-guided foam sclerotherapy is used because 
any bulging surface veins that have been removed during 
the procedure will try to regrow again. � e foam stops 
them from growing back.

The microwave 
ablation treatment 
only took an 
hour and was 
done under local 
anaesthetic

TOP RIGHT: Professor 
Mark Whiteley at work

H E A L T H
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A
rosa is the end of the line and is quite happy 
about it. When the train arrives at the Swiss 
station, visitors disembark for their holiday 
or day’s work and swap places with departing 
passengers. The Rhaetian Railway takes visitors 
up the 26km line from Chur to Arosa in an 
hour, the distinctive red train making light work 

of the 1,000-metre climb, hugging the mountainside as 
it disappears into tunnels (19 of them) to reappear on 
bridges spanning gorges (there are 52 bridges). 

If you are driving to the resort, the Schanfigg road from 
Chur to Arosa, which was completed in 1890, has, perhaps 
apocryphally, 365 turns on its way to the top. The fact 
that there is nowhere beyond Arosa means that for both 
the railway and the road, there is no through traffic and, 
once there, the compact town, with its hotels, shops and 
attractions gathered around two lakes, doesn’t require 
further car use. Buses around the town are free.

The population is only about 2,000 in summer, 
doubling in winter, so Arosa has a reputation for being 
quieter and more family-orientated than other resorts. 
Nightlife isn’t the attraction here. What you get, instead, 
is that peaceful feeling every evening, particularly since 
most vehicles are forbidden from being driven between 
midnight and 6am, and during the day you’re as likely to 
hear the bells on the horse-drawn carriages taking tourists 
around the town as you are a vehicle (it helps that the 
buses are electric or hybrid).

So what’s special about Arosa? Well, its setting, to begin 
with. It sits at about 1,800 metres above sea level, yet its 
location at the bottom of a wide valley means it is both 
sunny and sheltered from the strongest winds. By the end 
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FROM TOP: Cross-
country skiing is 
a popular pursuit; 
Arosa’s compact size 
makes it peaceful 
and easy to navigate

Blessed with 
sunshine, good looks 
and superb skiing 
and hiking, Arosa is 
now taking the lead 
on sustainability, too
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In contrast to the 
better-known 
Swiss ski resorts, 
Arosa still attracts 
mostly Swiss and 
German visitors

of the 19th century, it had become a popular spa resort – 
hence the building of the railway, which opened in 1914 – 
and as winter sports increased in popularity in the decades 
a� erwards, it added a winter season to the summer. 

In contrast to its better-known Swiss ski resort 
competitors, Arosa still attracts mostly Swiss and 
German visitors, and there’s a sense that the town enjoys 
comparisons with its neighbours while feeling quietly 
superior. All Alpine resorts mention nature somewhere 
in their marketing, but Arosa is blessed with its own 
microclimate. � e weekend we visited, it was dropping to a 
comfortable three degrees below zero at night in the resort, 
whereas just over 30km away in St Moritz it was a biting 
15 below. Once a year, it also has the added advantage of 
being only 13km (as the crow � ies) from Davos, where the 
World Economic Forum takes place each January. 

� at event, pre-Covid, was just � nishing when we 
were there, and while some attendees had undoubtedly 
chosen to stay at Arosa to get some peace and quiet in 
the evenings, others had probably done so because they 
thought it was a short distance between the two. In fact, 
that 13km is multiplied many times over when you drive, 
and it can easily take two hours, no matter what online 
travel agents and other websites might say when you are 
researching your accommodation.

LEARNING CURVES
For downhill skiing, it’s possible to ski in and out of some 
of the hotels. � e ski area has 225km of slopes, and has 
the largest interconnected skiing region in the Grisons/
Graubunden, with a cable car joining Arosa Hornli with 
Lenzerheide Urdenfurggli in under three minutes. But 
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Arosa also has 60km of hiking paths and 30km of cross-
country skiing tracks, and my main reason for going was to 
have a second go at cross-country skiing, hoping to learn it 
while still young enough to learn anything, ready for when 
I’m too old for downhill. 

Like learning any winter sport, cross-country skiing is a 
mixture of skills and bruises. The Maran cross-country ski 
area is on the same land as the Arosa golf course, and there 
were times I wished it was the summer rather than winter 
and that I was chipping on to one of the greens. 

Not everyone falls over while learning, but I did, a lot. 
If you are used to large, wide carving skis and downward 
momentum to keep you upright, cross-country skis are 
absurdly narrow and like trying to balance on a bicycle 
while stationary. One second you are upright, the next a 
sideways lean introduces itself and you are lying on the 
ground wondering whether you have the strength to get 
back up. At least there aren’t many people around to witness 
your embarrassment. Everyone else is having too much fun 
hurtling down the mountain miles away. You get back up, 
try again, and by lunchtime of the first day you can do it.

While cross-country isn’t for thrill seekers, it’s a good 
choice for those who want to explore the region, get fit 
(the next morning you can feel it in your arms, shoulders, 
legs and calves) and also save money. Okay, no one goes to 
the Swiss Alps to save money, but it’s a lot less expensive 
day by day to go cross-country skiing or hiking with snow 
shoes since you don’t need a lift pass. 

ECO EFFORTS
As well as the range of winter sports on offer, Arosa is  
also positioning itself as an environmentally friendly  
choice for Alpine enthusiasts. The Tschuggen Hotel 
Group, which has two properties in the resort, is 
spearheading this with its newly built Valsana complex 
in the centre of town. It contains a 40-room hotel, nine 
serviced apartments and some private residences, as well  
as a ski shop and supermarket. 

The whole development is heated using geothermal 
probes and by capturing and reusing waste heat from  
other appliances that would usually be lost to the 
surroundings. This waste heat is stored in an ice battery, AR
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ABOVE: Arosa enjoys 
a sunny, sheltered 
setting
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essentially a large water tank housing a 400-metre pipe 
register of 1.5-metre-high pipes. 

How it works is that the pipes hold a water-glycol 
mixture that freezes and thaws, storing and releasing 
energy. Heat pumps draw their energy directly from this 
storage tank and its pipes. When the pumps extract a large 
amount of energy, the water in the pipes freezes to form 
an ice block. The heat that has been withdrawn might be 
used for the kitchen or especially the hotel 
spa, both of which have a great demand 
for hot water. The loop continues, since 
more than 50 per cent of the heat emissions 
from this used water can be captured and 
recycled before the water is discharged into 
the sewage system. The waste heat from the 
heat recovery system is fed back into the 
water basin to thaw the ice in the pipes. If 
more waste heat is generated than energy 
withdrawn, the ice is melted and the water 
in the circuitry can heat up to 15°C. And so 
it goes on, with the sort of wizardry that would have kept 
me awake at night, had I not been so exhausted.

There are more basic eco-friendly gestures in 
place around the hotel and resort. Regional 
food is emphasised, as is local employment 
rather than “seasonairs”. There are solar panels 
on buildings. You’ll find glass bottles for water 
in rooms rather than plastic, and souvenir 
postcards that are not only biodegradable but 
contain flower seeds to plant wherever they end up. Guests 
of the Tschuggen properties can also carbon-offset their 
stays. Lest it all sound a little worthy, the luxury element 
hasn’t been forgotten, with a Tesla car on offer for transfers 
from the train station.

MEETING THE CHALLENGE
Meanwhile, Arosa has signed up to a sponsorship deal 
with Swiss herb drop maker Ricola to help with its 
Sustainable Arosa 2030 strategy. 
The aim is to make the destination 100 per cent 
sustainable by 2030, but it also includes wider aims such 
as animal welfare. 

A project launched in 2018 in cooperation with 
charity Four Paws has seen the Arosa Bear Sanctuary 
rehome animals rescued from circuses and restaurants. 

It doubles as a tourist attraction and doubtless is 
popular with children. The resort has also published 
Eight Promises for the Future of Arosa, which includes 
animal, nature and environmental protection.

Having spent many happy weeks in the mountains over 
the past three decades, I’ve no doubt that these resorts 
recognise the challenges of climate change. 

Many are witnessing the profound changes to the 
seasons and are seeking to preserve year-round tourism 
while promoting a sustainable future. 

So much has been upset by the Covid-19 pandemic, but 
Arosa, while putting in place all of the protocols necessary 
for safe visits this coming season, is planning for the next 
decade and beyond.  

For more information visit myswitzerland.com, 
arosalenzerheide.swiss, tschuggenhotelgroup.ch. 

The aim is to make 
the destination 
100 per cent 
sustainable by 
the year 2030

RIGHT: The Tschuggen 
Grand Hotel’s 
mountain railway 
takes skiers to the 
slopes in less than 
four minutes

BELOW: The hotel spa
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Hot-foot it around the German city’s new and historic sights

1  WERKSVIERTEL
Working, living, learning, eating, 
celebrating and attending concerts 
– the new quarter next to Munich’s 
Ostbahnhof (East station) combines 
high-tech modernity with vibrant art 
and culture. � is former industrial 
area is gradually being transformed, its 
converted factories and warehouses and 
contemporary new buildings housing 
studios, workshops, bars, restaurants, 
homes and o�  ces. View it all from 
above at the MH5 Roof Bar, with its 
panoramic terrace (Atelierstrasse 10; 
muenchenhoch5.de), or from the 
78-metre-tall Hi-Sky Ferris wheel, 
which occupies an area earmarked 
for a new concert hall (construction 
is planned to start next year). 
werksviertel.de

2  MUSEUM QUARTER
Take a taxi to the museum quarter 
in Maxvorstadt, to the north-west 
of Werksviertel. One of the most 
outstanding areas for art and culture 

in Europe, it’s home to galleries such 
as the Old and New Pinakothek, 
the Pinakothek der Moderne, the 
Museum Brandhorst (pictured 
le� ) and the Lenbachhaus, as well 
as ancient sculpture museum the 
Glyptothek, which reopens in 
January following renovations.

One of the most spectacular works 
currently on show in the quarter 
is Anish Kapoor’s Howl, a gigantic 
sculpture that has been hovering 
like a UFO in the rotunda of the 
Pinakothek der Moderne since 
September. An expression of female 
strength and passion, according to the 
artist, at 14 metres high by 22 metres 
wide it is certainly the city’s largest 
feminist statement of the moment. 
pinakothek.de

3  THE ITALIAN INFLUENCE
If Ludwig I of Bavaria hadn’t been 
so pro� igate, Munich would be 
much more provincial today. � e 
monarch (from 1825 to 1848) was 
an avowed fan of Italy, which is why 

2

MunichW O R D S  S A B I N E  G A L A S

1
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4  H O U R S  I N . . .
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he had much of the city redesigned 
by his court architect, Leo von 
Klenze, and von Klenze’s rival, 
Friedrich von Gartner, based on the 
Roman-Florentine model. A few 
minutes’ walk from the Pinakothek 
der Moderne, the Feldherrnhalle on 
Odeonsplatz, with its three triumphal 
arches – best to be marvelled at in 
all its splendour over a cappuccino at 
Café Tambosi (Odeonsplatz 18) – is 
an expression of La Dolce Vita north 
of the Alps. 

Maximilianstrasse, between the 
opera and the Maximilianeum, 
also has an Italian feel. As well as 
including many houses built in 
Renaissance style, it’s lined with 
fashion boutiques from the likes 
of Armani, Versace, Valentino and 
Dolce and Gabbana. When Vespa 
drivers weave past Ferraris and Fiats 
in summer, you could almost feel as 
if you’re on Rome’s Corso Vittorio 
Emanuele II.

4  BMW WELT
From Maximilianstrasse, take a taxi 
north-west to the home of Bavaria’s 
own BMW. Located in the shadow 
of the Olympic Tower is the car 
giant’s main factory, its corporate 
HQ – known as “Four Cylinders”, 
for obvious reasons when you look at 
it – the BMW Museum and BMW 
Welt. � e last of these is housed 
in a futuristic building that o� ers 
car exhibitions and experiences as 
well as being a vehicle-collection 
location and event venue. It also 
has several dining options – the 
best is Esszimmer, which holds two 
Michelin stars under chef Bobby 
Brauer. Open for dinner (Tues-Sat), 
it also o� ers diners a complimentary 
BMW chau� eur drive home. Entry to 
BMW Welt is free. bmw-welt.comGE
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5  PUB GARDENS

You may be out of time now, but if 
you can squeeze in a drink then head 
for one of the city’s legendary beer 
gardens. � e people of Munich like 
to socialise outside and the Covid-19 
crisis has, if anything, encouraged 
al fresco drinking and dining, with 
the city council allowing restaurants 
and bars to set up tables and chairs in 
parking bays to make up for lost sales. 
In winter, patio heaters and lambskin 
blankets will keep you warm if 
the alcohol doesn’t. Good options 
include the Deutsche Eiche, a Munich 
institution in the Glockenbachviertel; 
the Spatenhaus (pictured above), 
overlooking the opera; and the Café 
Jasmin, which brings 1950s chic to 
Augustenstrasse. deutsche-eiche.de, 
ku�  er.de, cafe-jasmin.com

4 5
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As the reality of 
pandemic-driven 
limitations set in, 
technology can 
take travellers on 
a different kind 
of journey
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T
he time-tested truism, “Necessity is the mother 
of invention,” was never more apropos than 
in the midst of today’s coronavirus pandemic. 
Health measures have required people to show 
only half the reality of their faces, to keep a six-
foot perimetre of safety, and mostly to settle for 
a mere facsimile of real life, especially in terms 
of travel. 

� e pandemic crippled the travel industry, but also gave 
rise to a new form of adventure and exploration – virtual 
reality. � e pandemic did not usher in VR technology.

In fact, many companies and industry leaders were using 
virtual reality as soon as it became available and applicable 
to travel. For instance, Royal Caribbean’s Spectrum of the 
Seas o� ers Sky Pad, a virtual reality bungee trampoline 
experience where guests can wear VR headsets and choose 
between three immersive games – Jump Rally, Sugar Leap 
and Bass Bouncer. 

Royal Caribbean’s chairman and CEO Richard Fain, in 
an interview with the AListDaily, said: “Everyone having a 
phone or some type of connected device today allows the 
cruise experience to become integrated into the Internet 
of � ings.” � ese words were made into reality during 
the marketing campaign of 2018 where the company 
recreated the on-ship experience at the immense Duggal 
Greenhouse at the Brooklyn Navy Yard in Brooklyn, NY, 
to illustrate how new technology is changing the entire 
cruise experience. 

� e virtual experience/media event foreshadowed the 
world we know today. Ahead of its time, Royal Caribbean 
demonstrated how facial recognition and cell phone 
location monitoring helps get travelers safely on board 
and supervises them once the anchor is weighed. � ough 
it would have ruined the � ctional Titanic romance of Jack 
and Rose, the technology increases accountability and 
passenger safety. A yellow dot on the captain’s control 
panel represents each passenger, as long as he or she is 
armed with his or her cellphone.

WHERE NO ONE HAS GONE BEFORE 
One company with its � nger on the pulse of the virtual 
experience is Travel World VR. John Graham, president 
of the company, is enhancing the service by “taking pre-
existing content from people who already have 360-degree 
video, and putting it on our app for free.” According to 
Graham, VR preserves certain more fragile travel sites such 
as the Faroe Islands and Machu Picchu. Travel World VR 
uses both virtual and augmented reality to o� er not only 
leisure but also education.

Likewise, hotels and destinations have been using VR 
technology as marketing tools for some time, o� ering 
prospective customers and clients virtual tours prior to 
the sale. For example, prior to a life-changing journey to VIR
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Dubai, Atlantis The Palm offers a VR tour that starts at the 
luxurious entrance, moving through the grand lobby with 
pillars in a palm tree design and running fountains, and 
culminating in the Royal Bridge Suite which boasts three 
bedrooms, high ceilings, library, media and game room, 
and a dining room fit for 16 people. Best of all is the 360- 
degree view of the Arabian Sea and the Dubai skyline. 

The Poseidon Underwater Suite at Atlantis the Palm 
lends itself perfectly to a virtual tour as it seems beyond 
reality to book a stay in a room that equates to living inside 
an aquarium. For a deeper dive, the property offers scuba 
and snorkeling experiences, most of which do not require 
certification. For the non-swimmers of the world, a virtual 
tour of this feature might be preferable to reality. 

For those who want to face their fears, this Aquatrek 
experience uses state-of-the-art underwater helmets that 
enable the guest to breathe amidst 65,000 creatures. There 
are three adventures: Shark Safari, Aquatrek Extreme and 
Aquatrek at Night. 

Other features of this high-impact destination are 
Dolphin Bay, Adventure Waterpark and the Royal Pool. 
The virtual walkthrough of this property is certainly 
impressive, but is unquestionably just a glimpse of what is 
possible while physically standing amidst the opulence. 

ZOOM IN 
Virtual Reality, prior to the pandemic, was at the 
confluence of game-like novelty and high-tech marketing. 
Media personnel and eager travel customers alike donned 
the VR headset to experience that “next best thing” 
sensation. Travel shows were among the many events 
where a person can sit in a swivel chair in the middle of an 
exhibit hall, and be transported through sights, sounds and 
movement to exotic destinations, their reality suspended 
for a few altered minutes.

Then, just as 2020 was getting underway, coronavirus 
shut the doors to reality. The latest forecast prepared for 
the US Travel Association by Tourism Economics projects 

ABOVE: Royal 
Caribbean’s 
Spectrum of the 
Seas offers Sky Pad

RIGHT: First, explore 
the VR tour offered 
by Atlantis, The 
Palm. Then, Explore 
the depths of The 
Ambassador Lagoon 
at Atlantis 
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that through the end of 2020, the travel industry could 
lose $505 billion dollars, and may not recover until 2024. 
Some countries closed their borders and many travellers 
cancelled their plans. 

Major events got cancelled, such as The New York 
Times Travel Show, scheduled for late January 2021. 
During 2020, the Jacob Javitz Center, the usual site for the 
event, was used as a makeshift hospital for COVID-19 
patients. EXPO 2020 Dubai was also postponed for a year 
to October 2021. In reaction to the “virtual” shutdown 
of the industry, the virtual world acted as a surrogate, a 
panacea for people’s natural sense of wanderlust. 

The necessary adjustment of the industry gave birth to a 
plethora of virtual events. One such is the Global Virtual 
Travel Expo, hosted by luxuryalive.com. Like many other 
events, this expo features webinars, exhibit halls, keynote 
speakers, and the opportunity for exhibitors to schedule 
virtual meetings with eager customers. The event will 
span three weeks in January 2021. Likewise, Spa Industry 

Association offers an on-going series of seminars on many 
aspects of the spa, beauty and wellness industry. These  
and many others have shifted to distance tourism as a 
means toward recovery as the industry moves into the  
new normal.

Zoom has seen its usage increase exponentially. In the 
world of travel, the platform has allowed business partners 
and potential customers to stay within reach of each 
other. Meetings could be scheduled without having to 
send representatives to foreign locations, plan hotel stays 
and pay for three-martini lunches. Casual attire was more 
acceptable, and even fake backdrops depicting famous 
landmarks were an extra perk. 

However there was a learning curve, and Zoom mishaps 
became fodder for satire on shows such as Saturday Night 
Live, and in creative commercials for companies such as 
Progressive Insurance. Despite the embarrassing on-camera 
moments that have undoubtedly gone viral, Zoom and 
other web-meeting platforms were the pre-emptive way for 
people to still feel connected and even laugh a bit through 
a tragic and challenging time.

Like most reactions to tragedy, there is a fulcrum, 
a double-edged sword cutting and protecting 
simultaneously. In-person experiences offer all five senses at 
once, place the traveler outside of the familiar, and create 
a thrill with the true spirit of exploration. But especially 
in times like these, we need to appreciate the value – and 
the availability – of virtual reality. Even after we get back 
to real reality, it’s likely we will see the virtual experience 
broaden to include more interactive travel experiences.  

It is sort of like a fun babysitter for an evening, while 
we wait for normal to return, it’s quite entertaining and 
certainly novel. 

Virtual Reality, prior to the pandemic, 
was at the confluence of game-like novelty 
and high-tech marketing
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DUBAI The 340-room five star hotel features award-
winning restaurants and bars, spa and health club, 
state-of-the-art meeting rooms, a magnificent ballroom 
and exceptional banquet facilities.
+971 4 429 9999
reservations@grandmill-dubai.com
grandmillenniumdubai.com

AL MARFA Away from the bustle of city life, overlooking 
the azure blue waters of the Arabian Gulf, the Mirfa Hotel 
o ers 114 newly renovated rooms. The hotel provides 
excellent accommodation for the business and leisure 
traveller, state-of-the-art conference facilities, a fully 
equipped gym and ample parking.
+971 2 8953009
rsvn@mirfahotel.com

RAS AL KHAIMAH  Cradled by the Hajar Mountains, a 
championship golf course, sandy beaches and the azure 
waters of the Arabian Sea, Waldorf Astoria Ras Al Khaimah 
is 50 minutes from Dubai Airport and brings true Waldorf 
service to the most alluring beachfront location in the UAE.
+971 7 2035555
rasalkhaimah.info@waldorfastoria.com 
waldorfastoria.com/rasalkhaimah

DUBAI  Located in the cultural heart of Dubai, Crowne Plaza 
Dubai – Deira lies at the convenient gateway between the 
old and new districts of the city. Featuring 300 guest rooms 
and suites, and an array of meeting rooms, 6 restaurants 
and bars, a dedicated and fully equipped fitness centre with 
outdoor swimming pool, the hotel is the perfect place for 
both leisure and business guests.
+971 4 262 5555
cpdeira.info@ihg.com
crowneplaza.com/deira

DUBAI  The award-winning Shangri-La Hotel, Dubai 
o ers luxurious accommodations, exceptional dining and 
gracious hospitality in the heart of one of the world’s most 
dynamic cities. The hotel’s 302 superbly appointed rooms 
and suites o er a combination of traditional luxury and 
modern functionality. Spatial elegance, awesome views and 
thoughtfully selected furnishings create an experience of 
unparalleled style and comfort.
+971 4 3438888
shangri-la.com/dubai

OMAN  Adjacent to the Oman Convention and Exhibition 
Centre, this 295-room hotel is an integral part of Madinat Al 
Irfan, a product of an exciting ambition to establish a new urban 
centre within Muscat. Situated 10 minutes from the new Muscat 
International Airport, Al Mouj and Muscat Hills Golf courses and 
overlooking a Wadi - a natural reserve and home to about 260 
variety of Oman’s exotic birdlife during the season.
+968 2425 2000
rooms.cpmuscatocec@ihg.com
crowneplaza.com/muscatocec

GRAND MILLENNIUM DUBAI HOTEL MIRFA HOTEL WALDORF ASTORIA RAS AL KHAIMAH

CROWNE PL AZA DEIRA, DUBAI SHANGRI-L A HOTEL, DUBAI
CROWNE PL AZA MUSCAT OMAN 
CONVENTION & E XHIBITION CENTRE

H O T E L S  C O L L E C T I O N
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Qatar Airways A350-900
Q Suites

DOHA - WASHINGTON DULLES

C H E C K - I N  Qatar Airways is taking 
COVID-19 precautions seriously, and 
passengers must wear both a mask and 
an airline-provided face shield for the flight. 
Business Class passengers can remove the 
face shield once inflight since the Q Suites 
have privacy partitions. 

B O A R D I N G  Business Class passengers 
have priority boarding, which was e  icient; 
once on board, a tray of champagne and 
water soon followed. At my seat was a Bric’s 
amenity kit, which was a special edition for 
October honouring breast cancer awareness 
month, as well as a mask, hand sanitiser, 
and plastic gloves in a sealed pouch. Flight 
attendants wore white protective suits over 
their uniforms and masks.

T H E  S E A T  Q Suites are exceptionally 
private with a 1-2-1 configuration and a door 
that can be closed once in the air. High walls 
add to the intimate feel and a small side 
table features electronic seat controls and 
power and USB ports. A second 
compartment o  ers convenient additional 
storage. Sealed in plastic was an enormous 
pillow and plush blanket. A flight attendant 
came by to explain the Q Suite’s many 

features and take meal orders for the flight. 
The seats alternate between forward and 
backward facing, and my backward-facing 
window seat o  ered a great view of the wing 
and engine. The centre rows of seats have 
dividing walls between Q Suites that can be 
lowered to create a two-person or four-
person Q Suite – ideal for couples or families. 

T H E  F L I G H T  Service began promptly 
after takeo  . Qatar o  ers dine-on-demand 
service, so you can order from the large 
menu and have it served any time during 
the flight. My flight departed at 8:30am and 
there was a substantial breakfast and 
all-day dining menu. In addition, the wine 
menu features several varieties with 
detailed descriptions of each. At a time 
when most airlines have cut back on 
in-flight service, Qatar has maintained 
especially impressive standards. I started 
with a delicious mezze plate of tabbouleh, 
mouttabel and hummus, followed by lamb 
kofte and shishtawouk skewers. For an 
interesting breakfast combination, I had a 
smoothie and glass of grape with my meal. 
The large screen entertainment system had 
hundreds of blockbuster movies, TV 
programmes and music choices. In the end, 

I decided that the real entertainment was 
the moving map and my large window as 
we overflew Iran, Iraq and Turkey. 
With one deft touch of a button, the upright 
seat transforms into a spacious flat bed 
where I was able to get six hours of 
non-stop sleep.

I woke up over Iceland and ordered 
chicken tikka masala and a cheese plate. 
The flight attendants suggested a wine 
tasting, and I was quick to oblige. 

A few hours before landing, I tucked into 
the movie menu, with popcorn and sweets 
among other options. 

You won’t go hungry on Qatar Airways, 
and the variety and quality were impressive. 
I appreciated the pink-themed desserts, 
mocktails and an afternoon tea service.

A R R I V A L  My flight arrived early, and I 
was on my way to my connecting flight in 
no time. International travel is at an all-time 
low, but I felt confident in Qatar Airways’ 
safety protocols and appreciative of the 
high level of onboard service.

V E R D I C T  Private business class Q Suites 
are the best in the air with in-flight service 
that is second to none. Ramsey Qubein

B E S T  F O R
Unwavering levels of service 

despite the pandemic

P R I C E
Return Business Class fares from $4,277

F L I G H T  T I M E
14 hours 35 minutes

C O N F I G U R A T I O N
1-2-1 Q Suites

C O N T A C T 
qatarairways.com
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on-board lounge (with the same colour 
scheme as the new Business Class cabin) 
with items available for consumption now 
individually packaged. O� ering a nice 
change of scene during the flight, lounge 
numbers are limited to four at a time to 
allow for social distancing. The bar was 
open and sweet and savoury snacks were 
served throughout the flight. The Emirates 
ice entertainment system is always a 
highlight and o� ered plenty of viewing 
choices. Wi-Fi is currently available at an 
extra charge.

A R R I V A L  Business and First passengers 
join the fast-track queue for PCR testing, 
which is compulsory on arrival to Dubai. 
This was appreciated given the flight was 
busy as many passengers were returning 
from the UK at the end of the winter holiday 
period. Another bonus was the e-gate 
system, which is now up-and-running 
again meaning residents and citizens can 
pass through immigration more quickly, 
easing up queues for visitors. 

V E R D I C T  There is a reason Emirates 
remains one of the world’s most popular 
airlines. From catering to entertainment, 
service to on-board design, it o� ers value 
for money, style and comfort. Add-ons like 
the chau� eur-on-arrival service are also 
appreciated. The Emirates website and 
digital services are also kept up to date, 
with regular email alerts sent to passengers 
to keep them informed of the rapidly 
changing legislation concerning travel in 
and out of Dubai during the pandemic. 
Complimentary COVID-19 travel insurance 
is another major plus point. Melanie Swan

T R I E D  &  T E S T E D  F L I G H T

Emirates A380 new Business Class
LONDON-DUBAI

B E S T  F O R
Service – attentive but discreet

C O N F I G U R A T I O N
1 - 2 - 1 

S E A T  W I D T H
18.5”

S E A T  P I T C H
44” extending to form 76.6” to 78.6” 

fully-flat beds

F L I G H T  T I M E
Around seven hours

P R I C E
From AED6,000 (US$1,613) one way 

(from late February)

C O N T A C T
emirates.com

Fast-track boarding for 
Business and First Class makes 
for a stress-free experience

B A C K G R O U N D  London to Dubai is one 
of Emirates’ busiest routes, even during the 
pandemic, meeting demand for business 
and leisure travel, as well as catering to the 
UAE’s large British expatriate community. 
For this reason the airline has deployed its 
latest flagship A380 aircraft on the route, 
debuting new Premium Economy seats 
and enhancements across all cabins. At 
time of press, Emirates operated a five-
times-daily service to London Heathrow 
from Dubai, four of which were operated by 
an A380 aircraft.

C H E C K - I N  Despite the checks 
conducted for the GDRFA paperwork 
required to enter Dubai, check-in was 
smooth and fast. 

B O A R D I N G  Fast-track boarding for 
Business and First Class makes for a stress-
free experience. The shorter queues make it 
easier to social distance and give you peace 
of mind, which is required in large doses due 
to the anxiety caused by the pandemic.

T H E  S E A T  I was lucky enough to be one 
of the first to experience the new Business 
Class cabin on the flagship A380.

All 76 business class seats have been 
refreshed with champagne-coloured 
leather covers and wood finishing, inspired 
by executive jets and similar to Business 
Class on the new Emirates B777s. 

I was in seat 14K, a window seat with a 
view and was provided with a sanitisation 
kit featuring masks, sanitiser and wipes, as 
well as an overnight flight kit with toiletries 
by Bvlgari. 

The blanket, personal mattress and 
pillow were cosy and of course, sanitised. It 
set me up for a good night’s sleep.

B E S T  S E A T  If you are travelling solo, 
grab a window seat, but if you have a 
companion, opt for two seats together in 
the middle as it’s a cosier option. 

T H E  F L I G H T  The choice of food and 
entertainment was impressive. There 
were three to four dish options for each 
course, plus six di� erent wine options and 
Champagne. The food quality was very 
good and I noted the nod to sustainable 
fishing on the menu, indicating that chefs 
are making strides in sourcing more 
eco-friendly ingredients. This is much 
appreciated when COVID-19 has meant 
single-use plastic packaging has become 
a necessity for hygiene reasons. This even 
applied to the re-opened and revamped 
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H O U R S
Lunch 12 noon to 3.30pm (lunch), dinner 6.30pm to 

11.30pm (to 12 midnight Thursday to Saturday)

L O C A T I O N
Level 1, The Opus by Omniyat, Al A’amal St, 

Business Bay, Dubai

C O N T A C T
+971 (0)4 439 7171; 

reservations@rokarestaurant.ae; 
rokarestaurant.com

B A C K G R O U N D  The sister restaurant of 
Dubai’s destination-dining heavyweight, 
Zuma, Roka opened in March 2020 as part 
of the iconic The Opus by Zaha Hadid. As 
the region’s first Roka restaurant, brought to 
market by Zuma brainchild Rainer Becker, 
it has quickly been embraced by Dubai’s 
restaurant-savvy crowd. 

W H A T ’ S  I T  L I K E ?  Mixing modern 
Asian and industrial urban design, this 
venue is minimalist, but chic. Dotted with 
greenery and bamboo, there is no doubt 
about its Asian roots, but thanks to a 
striking combination of light and space – it 
covers an area of 7,400 square feet – it is 
unlike anything else in the city. The cosy 
landscaped terrace, which looks out to the 
Dubai skyline, is a must-book for the winter/
spring season and with a live DJ, is as 
upbeat and vibrant as its DIFC relation. 

T H E  F O O D  The beauty of Roka’s vast 
contemporary Japanese menu is that it 
caters to every taste, from meat lovers to 
raw-fish fanatics. We sampled a selection 
of the signature dishes, which included 
tai no miso-yaki (a sea-bream fillet in 

ryotei miso and red onion) and kankoku fu 
kohitsuji (lamb cutlets with Korean spices 
and sesame cucumber). For those who like 
to get up close to the action, a spot beside 
the robata grill is not to be missed. Diners 
can watch as the chefs cook up sizzling 
favourites such as yakitori-negima yaki 
(robata grilled chicken skewers with spring 
onion). Dumplings such as the black cod 
and king crab with roasted chilli dressing 
also demonstrate the creative flare lavishly 
applied to each dish on the menu. 

T H E  S E R V I C E  Sta�  have perfected the 
art of balancing ‘not too much and not too 
little’ – a tricky line to tread in Dubai where 
one often feels over or under serviced. 
Many team members have been brought 
in from other flagship restaurants globally, 

so they have years of experience and 
unique insight into what makes the Roka 
experience so special. 

T H E  W O R K S P A C E  With its floor-to-
ceiling windows and industrial-height 
ceilings, Roka is a fun place to pitch up with 
a laptop for a change of scene, either to 
host a meeting or enjoy a business lunch. 
The two-course lunch menu is great value 
at AED 115 (US$31), including dishes such 
as beef, ginger and sesame dumplings to 
whet the appetite and salmon teriyaki for 
main course. 

V E R D I C T  A very welcome addition to 
Dubai’s fine-dining destination scene, this 
new kid on the block is no doubt ru� ling the 
feathers of its competition. Melanie Swan

Roka Dubai, 
The Opus by Zaha Hadid

The beauty of Roka’s vast 
contemporary Japanese 
menu is that it caters to 
every taste
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Emirates Palace, 
Abu Dhabi

B E S T  F O R
World-class dining experiences

D O N ’ T  M I S S 
Friday brunch dim sum brunch at 

Hakkasan – book a spot on the terrace

P R I C E 
Rooms per night from AED 1,300 ($347), 

suites from AED 3,500 ($934)

C O N T A C T 
West Corniche Road, Abu Dhabi; 

tel +971 2 690 8888; 
reservations@emiratespalace.ae; 

mandarinoriental.com

Dining is always a high 
point when you visit 
Emirates Palace

BBQ Al Qasr, usually more of an evening 
destination for meat-lovers. Emirates 
Palace also prides itself on exclusives such 
as its gold-dust sprinkled cappuccino and 
its signature camel burger, adding a local 
touch to the international o� erings. 

B U S I N E S S  Famed for its expansive 
business and conference facilities, 
including a 1,100-seater auditorium and 
a ballroom accommodating up to 2,400 
guests, the meeting and conference space 
at the palace spans some 7,000 sqm. With 
more than 40 meeting rooms, six large 
terraces and a variety of pre-function areas, 
the hotel is more than equipped to o� er 
socially distanced gatherings. 

L E I S U R E  Although each wing hosts a 
gym and spa, not all facilities were available 
due to COVID-19 restrictions, plus the 
bicycles guests can usually use to cycle 
around the beautiful grounds are currently 
out of action too. However, the extensive 
beach now has cabanas for those who 
prefer more seclusion – the first of many 
Mandarin Oriental touches to be rolled out.

V E R D I C T  Large and a little impersonal, 
Emirates Palace is not to everyone’s 
taste and some may say it’s a bit over 
the top, but for others it’s the heart of the 
city, bringing together an events space, 
business venue and a dining destination 
of distinction, all under one palatial roof. 
Melanie Swan

B A C K G R O U N D  This grand palace on the 
UAE capital’s stunning corniche is not only 
a local landmark, but one of the world’s 
most famous hotels.

W H A T ’ S  I T  L I K E ?  Gold is in no short 
supply at this palatial property where 
Arabian architecture meets absolute 
decadence. Set on 85 hectares of land, it 
is expansive and grand beyond belief. Now 
15 years old, it is well established and feels 
like a timeless part of the city. Though a 
little tired, it will soon be getting a total 
revamp under the new management of 
Mandarin Oriental, which took over the 
property just before the pandemic. The full 
reveal is due in 2022. 

W H E R E  I S  I T ?  Set on the west 
corniche, the property is just a few 
minutes from Marina Mall and the actual 
presidential palace, Qasr Al Watan, which 
is now open to visitors.

R O O M S  There are 302 rooms and 92 
suites (with up to three bedrooms) located 
in the property’s two wings, although 
only one is currently operational due to 
COVID-19, with Abu Dhabi enforcing 
strict restrictions on incoming domestic 
and international visits at time of press. 
Rooms and suites are decadently furnished, 
including lavish marble bathrooms, but 
the light-coloured décor creates a warm 
and homely vibe – think luxurious Arabian 
home meets palace. I stayed in the Khaleej 
Deluxe Suite with a wrap-around balcony, 
walk-in wardrobes, living room, study and 
butler service. 

F O O D  A N D  D R I N K  Dining is always 
a high point when you visit Emirates 
Palace, with its many of its restaurants and 
cafés considered world class. Upmarket 
Indian restaurant, Martabaan by Hemant 
Oberoi, is a new addition to the property’s 
signature outlets, while international 
Chinese dining hit, Hakkasan, remains 
a firm Abu Dhabi favourite. The hotel 
now o� ers breakfast on the beach at 
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Ruby Lucy, 
London

B E S T  F O R
A design hotel at a lower price point, 

in a great location

D O N ’ T  M I S S
Exploring the local area and then 

relaxing back at the hotel with one 
of the excellent cocktails

P R I C E
Internet rates for a flexible mid-week 

stay start from £100 (US$134) for a 
Nest Room (can be cancelled up to 

seven days prior to arrival). 

C O N T A C T
100-108 Lower Marsh; tel +44 (0)20 

3475 3460; ruby-hotels.com

A carnival theme runs 
throughout, with circus 
drums, juggling pins and 
even a couple of swings

R O O M S  The 76 rooms range from small 
Nests (15-16 sqm) to larger Lofts (18-23 
sqm) and look out either on to the main 
street or rear buildings. All have excellent 
soundproofing, blackout curtains, high-
quality linen and good-sized, comfortable 
beds, although the mattress was a little soft 
for me. They come with free Wi-Fi, safes 
and Marshall amps – if you’ve not brought 
your own guitar, you can borrow one from 
reception, although I was glad that no one 
decided to do this next to me. The hotel 
also broadcasts Ruby Radio, the group’s 
own station, which you can tune into in 
your room or listen to in the bar downstairs. 
The rainshower was not very strong but 
the hand shower was much more powerful. 

Fixed to the wall were two shower gels, a 
shampoo and a conditioner. If you want an 
ironing board, they are in the galley area 
on each floor opposite the lifts, where you’ll 
also find a hot water machine and free tea; 
you can go downstairs for free co� ee.

F O O D  A N D  D R I N K  There is no 
restaurant, although snacks are available 
and in the morning breakfast is served 
in the bar. As well as a small bu� et, there 
was the option of toast, boiled eggs, a cold 
meat platter, tea and excellent co� ee. Sta�  
were friendly and helpful. The bar serves a 
great range of cocktails. On the third floor 
is a vending machine for snacks and a 
terrace overlooking Lower Marsh. Food is 
easy to come by in the area and it’s worth 
exploring – we ate at nearby Turkish eatery 
Tas the Cut (highly recommended) and 
Korean restaurant Gogo Pocha, which was 
superb and inexpensive.

M E E T I N G S  No rooms, although people 
use the bar/lounge area for one-to-ones 
during the day.

L E I S U R E  No facilities, but day passes are 
available for the nearby Mindset gym for 
£7.50 (US$10).

V E R D I  C T A fun, convenient and good-
value hotel in a convenient location for 
exploring the South Bank and for reaching 
the rest of London via public transport. The 
rooms are comfortable, well designed and 
lack little. Lean luxury describes it perfectly. 
Tom Otley

B A C K G R O U N D  The Munich-based Ruby 
Group was founded in 2013 and operates 
eight hotels across Germany, Austria and 
now the UK, as well as co-working spaces 
in Munich and Dusseldorf. The brand aims 
to be a “contemporary, a� ordable form 
of luxury for modern, cost- and style-
conscious customers”. Ruby Lucy opened in 
Waterloo in January, with a second London 
hotel due to follow in Notting Hill in 2023.

W H A T ’ S  I T  L I K E ?  Immediately striking, 
once you have found it. The hotel is behind 
a stretch of new buildings designed in 
slightly di� erent styles, supposedly to 
fit in with the many types of structures 
housing shops and cafes along this historic 
street. Depending on which direction 
you approach from, you will first spot the 
bar area that doubles as reception or the 
barber’s shop next door. The interiors are 
quite dark and are inspired “by the area’s 
bustling fairs and markets, entertainment 
and theatre scene” – a carnival theme runs 
throughout, with circus drums, juggling 
pins, and even a couple of swings facing the 
entrance. I was here at the end of August 
and so Covid-19 protocols were in place, 
including a one-way entry and exit system 
and touch-free check-in and payments. 

W H E R E  I S  I T ?  On Lower Marsh, a well-
known market street just behind Waterloo 
station. If you stay over the weekend then 
in usual times the area is very vibrant, with 
food stalls and shops selling everything 
from bric-a-brac to top-notch co� ee. 
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Mama Shelter 
London

B E S T  F O R
Travellers with meetings in the City 

of London/Square Mile

D O N ’ T  M I S S 
Pre-dinner drinks in the courtyard bar

P R I C E 
Online rates from £69 (US92) mid week

C O N T A C T
437 Hackney Rd, London, E2 8PP;

 tel: +44 (0)207613 6500; 
mamashelter.com

W H E R E  I S  I T ?  Hackney Road, in the 
thick of London’s eclectic East End, which 
is currently undergoing rapid gentrification. 
It’s a short walk to Cambridge Heath and 
Bethnal Green stations and 20 minutes 
from Liverpool Street Station and the City 
of London/Square Mile. It’s also ideal for 
anyone flying into London’s City Airport.

R O O M S  There are 194 rooms that focus 
on simplicity with style, guided by up-and-
coming French designer Dion & Arles. 
Mine was cosy, compact, but perfect for 
a night or two, featuring a king-size bed 
with what Mama describes as “five-star 
bed linen” that was soft and comfortable. 
A corner bench with cushioning around a 
small dining table, co� ee machine and a 
bedside table that doubled up as safe made 
the most of the space. The bathroom had 
a shower (no bath) and products from the 
MAMA SKIN range of organic amenities, 
designed in partnership with French 
skincare brand Absolution. Wi-Fi and 
movies-on-demand are complimentary.

F O O D  A N D  D R I N K   The courtyard bar 
is great for pre-dinner drinks with clients 
or colleagues, with an upbeat East London 
vibe. Move into the restaurant and the 
communal atmosphere continues and you 
don’t feel like you’re in a hotel at all. The 
generous family-style dishes are influenced 
by East London’s multi-cultural community 
with options ranging from a traditional 
whole roast chick or fish and chips, to 
a cauliflower and spinach masala and 
irresistible kebab combos – spiced falafel, 
chicken za’atar, lamb kofta and cardamom 
paneer to be precise. At weekends there’s 
a popular Mama’s brunch with live music 
sets. Breakfast options cover all tastes 
and include a full English, of course. I went 
for the veggie option with halloumi and 
avocado thrown in for good measure.

B U S I N E S S  Two atelier-style meeting 
rooms are cosy, homely and a welcome 
departure from the corporate norm, with 
space for up to 50 people. There’s also 
a private meeting room (up to 12) and 
two karaoke rooms (up to 15), all ideal for 
meetings, seminars and more.

L E I S U R E  There’s a small gym, the karaoke 
rooms and of course, the bar and restaurant, 
but if you’re new to the area, do ask the 
concierge for tips on what’s close by. I know 
this area and my top picks are Shoreditch, 
Brick Lane, Spitalfields and Columbia Road, 
including the flower market.

V E R D I C T  You walk into Mama Shelter 
and immediately feel at home, just how 
Mama hoped you would. Friendly sta� , 
comfortable rooms, tasty food and a social 
atmosphere that creates that all important 
feel-good factor. If you’re travelling solo, you 
won’t feel alone. Gemma Greenwood

B A C K G R O U N D  Drawing on his Club 
Med experience, Serge Trigano launched 
Mama Shelter in 2008 to o� er guests fun, 
a� ordability and exceptional service in 
cities he loved. In 2014 the brand partnered 
with Accor to expand its presence 
and Mama Shelter London opened in 
September 2019.

W H A T ’ S  I T  L I K E ?  Fun, quirky, boutique 
and with tongue-in-cheek design features 
that hint at its destination, from vintage 
lamps with a twist on the English lacy 
doily to bursts of Liberty prints. It’s more 
than a place to stay but a community hub, 
thanks to its location and highly social 
dining and entertainment o� ering – picture 
an expansive and welcoming open-plan 
restaurant with a signature communal 
table, table football and a giant in-built 
Twister board, plus the classic MAMA 
island bar and an outdoor courtyard with 
retractable roof. Nip downstairs and you’ll 
find Japanese-inspired karaoke rooms with 
classic ‘50s-style microphones. The hotel is 
also decked out with pinball machines and 
retro video games. 

It’s more than a place to stay 
but a community hub
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B A C K G R O U N D  Initially this hotel was 
built to house the Rank Organization’s 
corporate o� ices in the 1960’s. However, 
hotel shortages in London led the 
government to o� er £1,000 (US$1,343) grants 
for each new hotel room and the Royal 
Lancaster Hotel was born. Celebrating its 
50th Birthday, the Royal Lancaster Hotel 
has recently undergone an £85 million ($110 
million) refurbishment, which brought the 
hotel up to 21st century standards and added 
many sustainable solutions. 

W H E R E  I S  I T ?  Overlooking Hyde 
Park Gardens in Central London between 
Marble Arch and Notting Hill, the hotel is 
just a block away from the Lancaster Gate 
tube stop which gives you convenient 
access to the entire capital. 

W H A T ’ S  I T  L I K E ?  Elegant, yet 
comfortable and not stu� y, the hotel has a 
spacious lobby and 411 rooms and suites 
over 18 floors. The sta�  was cordial and 
helpful, o� ering suggestions for meals 
or activities and assistance guiding us 
around London (the Tube is always a little 
confusing to me on the first day – after that 
it’s remarkably easy and convenient). Make 
sure you check out the 10 beehives located 
above the car park near Hyde Park from 
which the hotel harvests citrus honey. 

R O O M S  Sustainability is definitely 
the watchword everywhere here with 
large sized amenities in the bathroom 
(shampoo, conditioner, shower gel and 
lotion). Also, you’ll notice there are no 
water bottles in the room but rather a 
glass vase with instructions to drink the 
tasty and pure London tap water. The bed 
was splendidly comfortable and restful. 
For those in need of a suite, check out 
the Royal Suite featuring 893 square feet 
(83 sqm) of luxurious space. While all the 
accommodations are top notch, if you want 
to splurge there is not a nicer room in the 

building. My only recommendation is to get 
rid of the “weighing scale” in the room – 
why ruin a fabulous experience?

F O O D  A N D  D R I N K  The Park Restaurant 
is a lovely place to have breakfast 
overlooking Hyde Park. There is also the 
Nipa Thai & Island Grill which has received 

the top sustainability award for steps like 
using locally sourced food and being a 
zero-waste facility. The Park Lounge Bar 
serves up an array of beverages and light 
fare, including selections from the Nipa 
Thai menu. 

L E I S U R E  F A C I L I T I E S  While some 
services are currently suspended due to the 
pandemic, guests can, with some notice, 
treat themselves to a blow-out from a local 
stylist, or arrange for a variety of beauty 
treatments. The on-premises gym is more 
than suitable; however check in advance 
to see whether the facility is open. And for 
those who must drive in London, the hotel 
has a car park with limited spaces available 
on a first come, first served basis.

B U S I N E S S  A N D  M E E T I N G S 
F A C I L I T I E S  The hotel is well suited 
to handle business meetings, with 16 
meeting rooms including two large 
enough to easily accommodate the social 
distancing. The banquet rooms had a pre-
COVID capacity of 1,200 and the sta�  and 
facilities are equipped to feed everyone 
within 11 minutes! 

V E R D I C T  A fabulous hotel with an 
environmental twist. Located in the heart 
of Central London, near the Lancaster Gate 
tube stop, the Royal Lancaster Hotel did not 
disappoint.  Jerry Ruud

Royal Lancaster 
Hotel, 

London

B E S T  F O R
Business or bleisure travel 

when staying in Central 
London

D O N ’ T  M I S S
On a clear day, soak in the 

fabulous views across Hyde 
Park and the London skyline 

P R I C E
Internet rates for a classic 

room start at £229 (US$296).

C O N T A C T
Lancaster Terrace, London W2 
2TY, UK, Tel 44 207 551 6000. 

royallancaster.com

T R I E D  &  T E S T E D  H O T E L

6 6
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Spring intake starts on 18 April 2021

Nationally, regionally and internationally accredited 
by CAA of MoE, KHDA licensed and TEQSA quality 
assured

https://www.uowdubai.ac.ae/


FSDubaiDIFC

Delve into Dubai
fourseasons.com/DubaiDIFC 

FEEL THE BEAT
Follow the beat to the heart of  Dubai's fashionable 

restaurant, art and cultural scene and receive a valuable 
credit towards dining and spa.

https://www.fourseasons.com/dubaidifc/



